Chapter Five
Eastern vs. German Byzantine
1. Ludwig of Bavaria and his Crusading Patron Saint: Louis IX of France
Ludwig I of Bavaria was born in Strasbourg on the feast day of the French king
Louis IX, patron saint of France, August 25, 1786. It is hardly surprising that he was
named for St. Louis (1214-70; ruled from 1226). As was typical among the minor
nobility of Alsace, Ludwig’s father Max Joseph, a colonel in the Corps d’Alsace of the
French army, had loyalties to the Holy Roman Empire that overlapped with those to the
French monarchy.574 The king of France at this time, Louis XVI (1754-93; ruled from
1774), had already subsidized the cash-strapped colonel before becoming godfather to
Ludwig, Max Joseph’s first-born child.575 Ludwig honored St. Louis but, thanks to his
early and lasting prejudices against France and most things French (a prejudice which
long troubled his father576), he did not honor him as patron of France. Nor, for similar
reasons, did Ludwig celebrate St. Louis as a patron of innovative and influential
rayonnant Gothic art and architecture, as exemplified in the saint’s court chapel, the
Sainte-Chapelle in Paris (1243-48; restored following damage during the French
Revolution) [fig. 5.1 a-b].
To associate Gothic architecture with a French king, let alone to point to a jewel
such as St. Louis’s Sainte-Chapelle, would have appeared unpatriotic for any German
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ruler and it seems certain that Ludwig never considered such a course. Instead of its style,
Ludwig’s interest lay in the program of the Sainte-Chapelle. From its inception this had
celebrated the relics of the Passion that had once been among the proudest possessions of
the Byzantine Empire – and had become available in the wake of the Fourth Crusade’s
sack of Constantinople in 1204. Louis’s purchase of these Byzantine relics was followed
by his vow to lead what came to be known as the Seventh Crusade (1248-54) while the
chapel was still under construction; the future saint’s ambitions for this Crusade were
worked into the chapel’s program, and he embarked for the East shortly after the
building’s completion.577
As it turned out, the Seventh Crusade was a failure, as was the Eighth of 1270,
which Louis also led and in the course of which he met his death: these events helped to
spell the end of the Crusades and confirm the French king’s saintly reputation. For
Ludwig, rather than as patron of France or as patron of Gothic works, St. Louis was not
only first and foremost a Crusader but also the final major link in the chain of contacts
with the East that had gradually revived the artistic expression of Western spirituality.
Ludwig’s notion built upon the growing number of treasures brought back from the East
in the course of the Middle Ages that had come to be associated with Louis IX. Among
the most recent and most celebrated of these attributions was the Baptistère de Saint
Louis, the Egyptian or Syrian inlaid basin used for French royal baptisms, presumably
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including that of his godfather [fig. 5.2].578 Muhammad ibn al-Zayn made the basin ca.
1290-1310, i.e., a generation or so after Louis IX’s death; it is first documented in France
in 1380 among the possessions of Charles V.579 In the first half of the eighteenth century,
the first written discussion of the basin described it as having long been used for French
royal baptisms and dated its manufacture back to 897 on the basis of a misread
inscription.580 By the second half of the eighteenth century (apparently on the basis of
free association), the increasingly famous basin was considered one of the major
acquisitions made during Louis IX’s Crusades and had gained its current eponym.581
Ludwig had plenty of opportunity to see this work during his 1806 stay as Napoleon’s
young and recalcitrant guest in Paris where the basin – which unlike his godfather had
survived the Revolution – remained in the treasury of the Sainte-Chapelle.582
Whichever of Louis’s Eastern contacts and acquisitions Ludwig may have had in
mind, it was St. Louis’s role as Crusader that Cornelius integrated into the history of
painting in the cartoons he was drawing up for the Loggiengang of the Pinakothek. In the
program for the loggias that Cornelius wrote up with Clemens Zimmermann (who, as
discussed in Chapter Three, painted the frescoes from Cornelius’s cartoons), any
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association of Gothic, that is, German, architecture with Louis IX or with France was
omitted. As discussed earlier, the development of the German style was reserved for a
loggia in which it was portrayed specifically as instrumental to the revival of the arts in
Germanic lands [fig. 3.5 h]. This history celebrated all Western medieval contact with the
East, whether peaceful or warlike, as part of the constructive transfer of objects and ideas
uniting art and religion through the centuries. The Byzantine style similarly represented
the blending of East and West during this key period, which Ludwig interpreted (and the
loggia frescoes depicted) as one of artistic gestation both guided by, and expressive of,
spiritual development. The style was already being celebrated in the construction of the
Allerheiligenhofkapelle, finally fully underway, and the renovation of the sainted
Bavarian Emperor Henry II’s (now) Byzantine-style cathedral in Bamberg. It appears to
have been in a spirit of honoring St. Louis as integral to the meeting of East and West
that in 1828 Ludwig determined to honor his namesake with a Byzantine-style church of
his own: the Ludwigskirche.

2. The Ludwigskirche (1828-1844): Commissions
The intention to build a church to St. Louis appears to have crystallized in
Ludwig’s mind shortly after he had decided against Klenze’s proposal to place an image
of this saint in the apse of the Allerheiligenhofkapelle. When a new parish was formed in
August 1827 with St. Louis as its patron, Ludwig jumped at the chance to provide it with
a church on Ludwigstraße (a street he had already named for himself), but he does not
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appear to have ever considered building it in a Gothic style.583 According to Sulpiz
Boisserée’s account, Ludwig determined that the church would not be designed by
Klenze, and that it would be painted in frescoes by Cornelius:
At Cornelius’s house.… Heß has the commission to paint the court chapel…
Cornelius would paint the church that is to be built outside the Schwabing Gate
[formerly the northern entrance to Munich, beside the Residence; torn down in
1817 to make way for expansion of the city from the Residence northward, i.e.,
for creation of the Ludwigstraße] in the Ludwig suburb. He maintains he knows
that Klenze will not be building it, but not who will be building it.584
Since Ludwig had also just determined, according to this account (as well as an account
Gärtner had written a month earlier), that Klenze’s Allerheiligenhofkapelle should be
frescoed by Heß rather than covered in mosaics, perhaps it was the developing
association of frescoes with the Byzantine style that led him to decide that the church
housing Cornelius’s frescoes should also be in this style.585 While celebrating St. Louis’s
role in art history as a Crusader, this decision suppressed reference to the saint’s
patronage of Gothic architecture as King of France.
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3. The Byzantine Style: Orthodox or Pre-Reformation Catholic?
To choose the Byzantine style was odd less on account of the church’s dedication
to St. Louis, however, than because Klenze and Heß were already creating a Byzantine
revival chapel in the royal palace just around the corner. Ludwig appears to have wanted
a more public monument in his capital city (which had no significant German Byzantine
monuments) with which to celebrate the New Greeks and their maintenance of the
ancient art and architectural traditions of the early, unified Church. The Byzantine style
represented for Ludwig a pre-Reformation Christianity appropriate to his understanding
of Bavaria as an originally, and therefore essentially Catholic state.586 The style also
evoked Greece’s historical influence on German culture (as embodied by buildings such
as Speyer and Bamberg Cathedrals) and Bavaria’s contemporary role in helping to
liberate Greece. At the same time, in producing yet another major Catholic church in the
New Greek style, Ludwig was quietly underlining that this New Greek heritage was not
the exclusive prerogative of the Orthodox– even though the Eastern Orthodox Church
had rejected Rome’s claims to authority long before Luther and Calvin, and its ruling
elite had long since embraced the Ottomans as God’s way of protecting them from the
Papacy.587 With the Battle of Navarino in October 1827, the Greek War of Independence
had turned decisively in the Greek favor and Ludwig, with most of Bavaria, exulted at the
prospect of a new Greek and Christian nation.588
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That in contrast to his own celebration of Catholicism as the original and
dominant faith in Bavaria, Ludwig viewed Greece’s Christianity in generic terms and
specifically its claims to a separate, Orthodox nation as subordinate to Western claims
over it is suggested by Ludwig’s pronouncement of 1829 that this new nation ought to be
receptive to a ruler belonging to a different confession:
I should think the Greeks have gained enough, if they receive a ruler who having
barely reached adolescence becomes a Greek… A new state that wouldn’t exist if
Christians of other confessions had not supported its people for years and years
should certainly not begin with such an exclusion.589
Whether Ludwig already foresaw that his second son, Otto, might be appointed king of
New Greece is not clear, but when, in 1832, this did come to pass, Ludwig remained
adamant, against expectation and advice to the contrary, that Otto remain Catholic (which
he did).590
Perhaps Ludwig’s position in this regard had originated in the anti-clericalism of
many of the European-educated Greek insurgents, who were disgusted by the corruption
1828) dedicated to King Ludwig, which has been described by Robert Arnold as “eine
überaus geschmacklose Copie des Zriny.” “Besonders reich blüht in Bayern das
Griechendrama” though, Arnold noted, other sorts of publications were also fueling the
particularly keen anticipation of (New) Greek victory in Bavaria, e.g. the series of
portraits published by Karl Krazeisen (an amateur artist and general in the Bavarian army
who had volunteered to help the Greek cause) as Bildnisse ausgezeichneter Griechen und
Philhellenen, nebst einigen Ansichten und Trachten (Munich, 1828-31). See Arnold, “Der
deutsche Philhellenismus,” 159 and Goethe’s favorable, if brief, review of the first
fascicle of Krazeisen’s work in Über Kunst und Alterthum v. 6:2 (1828), reprinted in
Goethe, Schriften zur Kunst, 1022-23.
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of the Orthodox hierarchy and its complicity with the Ottoman rulers.591 And perhaps,
despite his anti-French sentiments, he had tacitly adopted the longstanding tradition in
French scholarship, which saw in the former Byzantine Empire a mirror for the ideal of
an autocratic Christian state, and in the Orthodox faithful, a potential to expand the reach
of the Catholic Church.592 During the Thirty Years War French scholars had worked
particularly closely with Vatican librarian Leo Allatios (1586/87-1669), who shared their
desire, and that of Pope Urban VIII (r. 1623-44), to bring the Orthodox Church into the
Catholic fold (presumably in part to replace the territories being lost to Protestantism).593
Through his numerous and varied writings, Allatios, a convert from Orthodoxy to
Catholicism, tried to explain the Orthodox Church to the Catholic world, while attacking
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Protestants as the true enemies of God: among these writings was the only postByzantine treatise on Orthodox architecture prior to the nineteenth century.594
Although Luther had quickly dropped his early interest in Byzantium as the nonCatholic, even anti-Papal heir to the early Church, there had also been efforts to bring the
Ottoman Orthodox Christians into the Protestant fold, an early example being those of
Martinus Crusius (Martin Kraus, 1526-1607), professor in Tübingen, who in 1573 sent a
Greek translation of the Augsburg Confession to the Patriarch Jeremias II in Istanbul,
followed by a number of Protestant theological treatises in 1579.595 Unfortunately for
Otto, the only conversion that the majority of his new subjects would seriously
contemplate was his own conversion to Christian Orthodoxy: his refusal to do so would
strongly offend the citizens of the new Greek state. In the interim, however, battling the
Ottomans gave the Christian confessions common cause and Ludwig could represent
Byzantium as if a divide between Patriarchal and Papal authority did not exist.
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4. Friedrich Wilhelm III of Prussia and the New Greek Chapel of St. Alexander
Nevsky, Potsdam (ca. 1826-28)
With the inception of the Ludwigskirche project, Ludwig had three Byzantine
buildings underway at once – a new chapel, a new church, and a cathedral renovation.
This sudden commitment to reviving a style was unprecedented. At this time, curiously,
another German ruler commissioned a New Greek building that provides a foil for many
aspects of the Bavarian commissions. King Friedrich Wilhelm III of Prussia had a chapel
built in Potsdam for Russians to hold their New Greek services [fig. 5.3 a-b]. Probably
designed by Vasilii P. Stasov (1769-1848), a leading Russian architect, the tiny centrallyplanned structure is essentially a cube with an eastern apse, topped by an onion dome on
a high drum, with four miniature onion domes on drums at the corners.596 The
pentacupolar form and its neoclassical articulation were found again shortly afterwards in
Stasov’s major buildings in St. Petersburg, the Cathedral of the Transfiguration of the
Savior (1827-29) and the Cathedral of the Trinity (1828-35).597 The plans were prepared
following the death of Tsar Alexander I on December 13, 1825, in time for Karl Friedrich
Schinkel to rework them and for the ground stone to be laid on September 11, 1826.598
This was the feast day of Russia’s patron saint, Alexander Nevsky (ca. 1220-1263), to
whom the chapel was dedicated; the chapel was completed by the end of 1828 and
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dedicated the following September 11.599 In exchange, Schinkel designed a New Greek
church for Tsar Nicholas I (1796-1855; ruled from 1825), which was built in the park at
Peterhof in the early 1830s.600
The Potsdam chapel was part of a village built as a memorial to Alexander I,
which was to house the Russian military chorus Alexander had given to Friedrich
Wilhelm III in 1813, during the joint Russian and Prussian campaigns against
Napoleon.601 Although the village and its chapel were built to celebrate Russian
architectural as well as musical, military, and religious traditions, the Russian religion
was not differentiated from that of the Ottoman Greeks and was called Greek or New
Greek.602 The Russian settlement around the chapel, when referred to as a confessional
community, was likewise called New Greek in contemporary documents or, more
formally, in the dedication placed in the ground stone, the “apostolischer, orientalischkatholischer Glaube.”603
That Alexander Nevsky, a warrior saint famed for defeating the Teutonic Knights
and for keeping the Germans at bay, should have been the patronym of this chapel in
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Potsdam would seem stranger if he hadn’t been the namesake of the Tsar in whose honor
the village was built.604 Such a dedication was antithetical to the Byzantine-German
architectural connection Ludwig and his architects were reinforcing with their Byzantine
revival and renovation in Bavaria, and the Potsdam chapel had no influence on their
thinking or on their designs. Close architectural as well as political and even religious ties
between Prussia and Russia appear to have given Prussian architects a vantage point from
which to explore Byzantine (or Russian-Byzantine) architecture from an earlier date, and
with different agendas than in Bavaria. Friedrich Wilhelm III’s daughter, the wife of the
new Tsar Nicholas, had converted to the New Greek faith, and the Prussian regime, along
with the Austrian, did not support the New Greeks during their battles of the 1820s and
the nation-building of the 1830s.
Already in 1833 the Prussian Franz Kugler made a notable contribution to the
analysis of Byzantine architecture when he focused on ground plans as distinguishing
Byzantine from Western medieval buildings. But just as the Alexander Nevsky Chapel
made no impact in Bavaria at time, neither did this essay make much impact beyond
Prussia. 605 The significance of such distinctions did not find broad consensus for another
decade or more. Thanks to Ludwig’s efforts and political and architectural commitments,
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in Bavaria most of those with a stake in the subject were preoccupied not with
distinguishing the history and attributes of New Greek architecture from that in German
lands but with strengthening—excessively, as it turned out—their geographical and
chronological continuities.

5. Ludwig’s Catholic Philhellenism:
Klenze Renovates St. Salvator, Munich, as a New Greek Church (1828-30)
Though Ludwig appears to have taken no notice of the Potsdam chapel as a work
of architecture, he did, perhaps coincidentally, give Munich’s Greek community its own
church in 1828, just as the Potsdam Chapel was completed. The Church of St. Salvator
(1493-94) was a late Gothic structure that had stood largely unused since Napoleonic
secularization, although Ludwig’s father had offered it to the Protestant community.606
Klenze, in charge of adapting it for Greek services, designed an iconostasis that
suggested a somewhat classicizing version of his Allerheiligenhofkapelle façade, while
the Duchess Maria Pavlovna of Weimar, whose icons had once inspired Goethe’s
investigation of Byzantine art,607 arranged for a Russian donation of altar furnishings to
St. Salvator’s.608 The resulting interior, completed in 1830, was extraordinarily eclectic
[fig. 5.4].
Munich’s papal nuncio Graf d’Argenteau reported disapprovingly on St. Salvator
to the cardinal who had charged him with investigating Ludwig. The nuncio saw both
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Protestants and philhellenists as threats to Bavarian Catholicism and viewed Munich’s
leading Protestant philhellenist, Thiersch, whom Ludwig had recently appointed to a
professorship, as “the utmost opponent of the Catholics.”609 In an effort to satisfy the
liberals Ludwig gave generous support to the Greeks while snubbing the Jesuits;
furthermore, the nuncio accused Ludwig of “clearing out one of the oldest churches in
Munich” for the Greeks as living quarters and then, in response to a request from the
Russian tsar, furnishing it so that they could hold Greek services in it.610 The nuncio
evidently did not realize that the church was already empty, or that Ludwig had given it
to the Greek community of his own accord. Beyond St. Salvator’s altar furnishings,
Russia appears to have had no discernible influence on his or his architects’
considerations of New Greek art, architecture or religion.611 Evidently, however,
Ludwig’s Philhellenist Catholicism was challenging to the Catholic hierarchy; with his
son’s appointment to the Greek throne, it would also challenge the Orthodox hierarchy.
In the meantime, through giving the Greek community a Gothic church, Ludwig retained
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iconostasis that was finally built was designed by Auguste-Ricard de Montferrand. See
cat. no. 166 in Hildebrand, “Werkverzeichnis,” 447-49.
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a monopoly on Byzantine style architecture in Munich for what were fully his own,
German Catholic purposes.

6. Ludwig, Gärtner and the Purified Byzantine Style
As if to underline the larger purposefulness of the Ludwigskirche as his second
Byzantine revival commission, rather than starting with a specific (and likewise eclectic)
model such as the Palatine Chapel in Palermo, this time Ludwig specified that the
Ludwigskirche should be built in a purified Byzantine style (im gereinigten
byzantinischen Stil).612 Unlike at the Allerheiligenhofkapelle, where he began with a
specific model in mind and the merits of additional and alternative models were debated,
it seems that by specifying “purified” Ludwig sought an abstract, Platonic version of
Byzantine architecture. In fact, though it will be shown that a range of models was used
in developing the proposals for the Ludwigskirche, these models were never justified or
even named in any of the surviving documentation. The absence of allegiance to specific
models supports the conjecture that by purified, Ludwig intended and Gärtner understood
a timeless version rather than a historically specific realization of a Byzantine building.
As such, this commission was unique.
Ludwig did not choose Klenze for this job of stylistic purification. Instead he
chose Gärtner, who had judged Klenze's plan for the Allerheiligenhofkapelle so harshly
in 1827. While it may be that Ludwig thought that working with Gärtner on such a
commission would be less trying than working with Klenze had proven to be, it has been
argued that Ludwig’s primary motivation was to break the near monopoly over
612

As Gärtner stated in a letter dated Feb. 8, 1829, to Johann Martin von Wagner. See
“Briefe Friedrich von Gärtners,” ed. Brenninger et al., 312.
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architectural practice in Bavaria that Klenze had gained during the dozen or so years
since he had begun working for Ludwig.613 Additional motivation for the choice of
Gärtner may have been to find an architect with whom Peter Cornelius would be more
comfortable working.614 As seen in Chapter Three, tensions had developed between
Klenze and Cornelius in the course of their work on the Glyptothek, and these had
continued at the Pinakothek. Further, if Cornelius’s report to Sulpiz Boisserée is to be
believed, Ludwig told Gärtner that “Klenze has no sense for church architecture – his
work in this area has not pleased me, he is a North German [and so] has not enough soul
for church commissions.”615 In fact, Ludwig gave Klenze no further major commissions
for ecclesiastical buildings.616 Though Klenze had been born in the north (in
Wolfenbüttel), by “North German” Ludwig presumably meant not only that Klenze had
613

On May 26, 1826, Ludwig wrote to his art agent in Rome, Johann Martin von Wagner,
“Monopol taugt nichts! Darum wünsche ich von Ihnen einen tüchtigen Architekten zu
erfahren, der mit Klenze in die Schranken treten kann.” Wagner recommended Gärtner
(his close friend), along with other architects. Winfried Nerdinger, “Friedrich von
Gärtner—Ansichten eines Architektenlebens,” 13. Klenze served at this time both as
court architect (Hofbauintendant) and chair of the building commission of the ministry
(Vorstand der Baukommission im Ministerium): see Haltrich, Leo von Klenze: Die
Allerheiligenhofkirche, 19.
614
This seems to be substantiated by Sulpiz Boisserée’s note:“...Bei Cornelius im Hause.
Der König hat gestern im Englischen Garten Gärtner weitläufig über die Gesinnung der
hiesigen Künstler und Kunst-Freunde—auch unser—besonders in Beziehung auf Klenze
und Cornelius examiniert. ‚Es gibt eben 2 Parteien’, hat er gesagt, ‚ich weiß es; und
Cornelius verträgt sich nun einmal nicht mit Klenze. Die Ludwigs-Kirche soll G[ärtner]
bauen und Cornelius malen.’” Entry for Feb. 27, 1828, in Boisserée, Tagebücher, 18081854, 2:274-75.
615
Ludwig’s conversation with Gärtner, as recounted by Cornelius to Sulpiz Boisserée:
“...Klenze hat keinen Sinn für Kirchen-Baukunst—sein Werk darüber hat mir nicht
gefallen, er ist ein Nord-Deutscher hat nicht Gemüt genug für Kirchen-Arbeiten.” Entry
for Feb. 27, 1828, in Boisserée, Tagebücher, 1808-1854, 2:275. Gärtner had already
received the commission by January 1828.
616
Ludwig’s son Otto would commission a Catholic church in Athens from Klenze in
1851, though the building, intended to reflect the style of early Roman basilicas, was only
carried out in much simplified form. See cat. no. 187 in Hildebrand, “Werkverzeichnis,”
488-91.
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the dry, dispassionate quality generally attributed by southerners to the North German
character, but specifically that he was not Catholic, though Gärtner (Catholic and born in
Koblenz, then residence of his father’s employer, the Prince-Bishop of Trier), was hardly
more enamored of the new Catholic revivalism than Klenze.617 That Gärtner warmed up
to Cornelius and the Nazarenes at this time appears to reflect his awareness that a
commission such as the Ludwigskirche might be forthcoming.618

7. Cornelius’s Christian Vision: Byzantine?
Gärtner was certainly not unfamiliar with the Brotherhood of St. Luke, since he
had had extended contact with it during his study years in Rome (October 1814 through
May 1817). Yet following in the footsteps of his mentor, Martin von Wagner, a
classicizing painter and sculptor as well as King Ludwig’s art agent in Rome, Gärtner had
developed a strong dislike for the Brotherhood, and specifically for its conservative
Catholicism and its public expression.619 In 1818 Gärtner took enormous satisfaction in
the thought that the new Bavarian constitution, to which Ludwig had contributed, would
protect Bavaria from the same abhorrent zealots to whom Ludwig had taken such a
liking:
The new constitution, which is splendid, will place considerable limits on the
sanctimonious corps of Nazarenes, at least in our land, because specifically
religion and the press are treated most liberally; 3 confessions [i.e., Catholic,
617

Klenze’s family was predominantly Protestant, though Klenze’s father had been raised
Catholic by his converted mother. On Klenze’s background see Buttlar, “‘Also doch ein
Teutscher’? Klenze’s Weg nach München,” 73-74. On Gärtner’s childhood and family
background see Kay Thoss, “Der junge Friedrich und sein väterlicher Protegé,” in
Nerdinger, Friedrich von Gärtner. Ein Architektenleben, 33.
618
Büttner, “Gärtner und die Nazarener,” in Nerdinger, Friedrich von Gärtner. Ein
Architektenleben, 124-27.
619
Büttner, “Gärtner und die Nazarener,” 123.
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Reform and Lutheran Christians] are recognized as fully equal and accorded
unlimited freedom of belief and conscience. Anyways, let them come! I scatter
corrupting seed under the bunch like an evil enemy, revealing them as and
wherever I can… Cornelius is expected and Langer [Johann Peter von Langer,
Director of the Munich Academy 1808-24] is pleased that all is going well for his
students. Capisce? If, however, the Corpus Nazarenorum makes its way back into
an underground cave to cultivate love, then please to not miss this beautiful
opportunity to exterminate the entire heap. At the most it would cost ten baiocci
[baiocco: a Vatican coin in circulation until 1865] worth of sulphur.620
Given this venom, it might have surprised Wagner that, once Cornelius was working with
Klenze and the difficulties between them became evident, Gärtner took Cornelius’s
side.621 He specifically admired the frescoes of classical mythology in the Glyptothek for
their heroic proportions, which he contrasted with the genre painting then popular in
Munich.622
From its inception Ludwig had envisioned the Ludwigskirche as housing and
framing another major fresco program by Cornelius; in this one, unlike those at the
Glyptothek or the Pinakothek still underway, Cornelius would finally have a chance to
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“Die neue Constitution, die vortrefflich ist, wird dem Pfaffen Corps von Nazarenern
wenigstens auf unserem Boden ziemlich Gränzen stecken, da gerade Religion und Presse
am liberalsten behandelt sind, 3 Religionshaltungen als völlig gleich anerkennt und
unbegrenzte Glaubens- und Gewissensfreiheit gestattet ist. Übrigens mögen sie kommen!
Ich streue wie ein böser Feind schon verderblichen Samen unter die Menge, decke sie
auf, wie und wo ich nur kann... Cornelius wird erwartet und Langer [Johann Peter von
Langer, Direktor der Münchner Akademie 1808-24] freut sich, dass es seinen Schülern
immer gut gehe. Capisce? Wenn aber das Corpus Nazarenorum sich wieder in eine
unterirdische Höhle begibt, um der Liebe zu pflegen, so versäumt doch ja diese schöne
Gelegenheit nicht, dem ganzen Haufen auszutilgen. Es kostet höchstens 10 Bajock
[bajocco, Währung im Vatikanstaat] Schwefel.” Friedrich von Gärtner to Johann Martin
von Wagner, Munich, June 4, 1818, with bracketed editorial clarifications, in “Briefe
Friedrich von Gärtners,” ed. Brenninger et al., 272. The implication of homosexuality
evident in this passage would be revived in early twentieth-century condemnation of the
Nazarenes (when Cornelius would be depicted as having escaped such degeneracy
through returning to Germany). See Frank, German Romantic Painting Redefined, 178.
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Büttner, “Gärtner und die Nazarener,” 123 and 126-27.
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Friedrich von Gärtner to Martin von Wagner, Munich, July 22, 1827, in “Briefe
Friedrich von Gärtners,” ed. Brenninger et al., 307.
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fully express his Christian vision.623 This vision was, of course, not mythological but
precisely the religous one that had grated on Gärtner when he first encountered the
Nazarenes. Expecting a grander commission (and a grander salary) than Heß, Cornelius
intended to cover all the available surfaces of the church with scenes depicting the entire
history of the Christian religion.624 Ludwig I, however, rejected this idea and limited
Cornelius’s frescoes to the choir, crossing and transepts, as he was not prepared to pay
the required sum nor wait the projected twenty years for the completion of such a
monumental project.625
Cornelius developed two abbreviated programs for the Ludwigskirche, and
presented them to Ludwig in July 1829. Ludwig chose a Credo cycle, in which each of
the frescoes illuminated one sentence of the Credo.626 In executing these frescoes the
primary challenge Cornelius set himself was to create a version of the Last Judgment for
the choir of the Ludwigskirche that responded to Michelangelo’s monumental treatment
of the same subject on the wall behind the main altar of the Sistine chapel (1536-41) [fig.
5.5 f-g and h-1].627 As Cornelius’s project assumed that, like the corresponding wall in
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Büttner, “Gärtner und die Nazarener,” 127.
Frank Büttner, “The Frescoes of Peter Cornelius in the Munich Ludwigskirche and
Contemporary Criticism,” in Art in Bourgeois Society, 1790-1850, ed. Andrew
Hemingway and William Vaughan (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1998), 232.
[Revised and translated version of Büttner, “Unzeitgemäße Größe. Die Fresken von Peter
Cornelius und die zeitgenössische Kritik,” Das Münster, 1993, no. 4:293-304.]
Apparently it is not possible to know more about Cornelius’s original program, as Büttner
states (n. 11) that the letter in which Cornelius outlined it was destroyed in World War
Two.
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Cornelius presented Ludwig with his full-scale fresco program in April 1829. Büttner,
“Gärtner und die Nazarener,” 127.
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Büttner, “Gärtner und die Nazarener,” 127-28 and Büttner, “Frescoes of Peter
Cornelius in the Munich Ludwigskirche,” 232-33. I have not found any information on
the subject of Cornelius’s alternative fresco program proposal.
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Büttner, “Frescoes of Peter Cornelius in the Munich Ludwigskirche,” 238-39.
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the Sistine chapel, the choir at the Ludwigskirche would be straight-ended, this aspect of
the architectural design must have already been determined.
Comparison with Michelangelo’s famous work was inevitable as the very idea of
such a subject for a fresco in such a location was Michelangelo’s invention.628 That
Cornelius would take on Michelangelo is surprising, however, not only because of the
high stakes involved but because, according to the Nazarene aesthetic,
models could only be those works in which Christian religiosity had expressed
itself most purely and perfectly, where national character manifested itself most
freely. This was the case, according to the opinion of the Nazarenes, in the work
of the young Raphael and his teachers, in whom the Christian spirit was not yet
corrupted by the striving of art for autonomy, and in the works of Dürer’s era,
that… [were] unspoiled creations of the national character, not infiltrated by
undue foreign influence.629
As has been discussed in Chapter Two, the Nazarenes had been inspired to take this
direction by Friedrich Schlegel. Michelangelo was a problematic artist for a Nazarene to
follow, however, as Schlegel had located the departure of art from this ideal in
Michelangelo’s oeuvre and influence. Indeed, except for the unusual subject, its dramatic
scale and placement on a straight, windowless wall behind the main altar, and the fresco
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Cordula Grewe discusses Cornelius’s Last Judgment in relation to Michelangelo’s in
her recent article, “Historicism and the Symbolic Imaginary in Nazarene Art,” Art
Bulletin 89 no. 1 (March, 2007): 83-87. As she incorporates Büttner’s thesis that this
fresco (and Cornelius’s entire Ludwigskirche program) demonstrates an interest in the
aesthetics of Byzantine mosaics, without developing the thesis further (or citing Büttner),
her interesting arguments are not directly relevant to the present discussion.
629
“Muster können nur die Werke sein, in denen sich die christliche Religiosität am
reinsten und vollkommensten ausgesprochen hat, der nationale Charakter am freiesten in
Erscheinung tritt. Dieses war nach Meinung der Nazarener in den Werken des jungen
Raffael und seiner Lehrer der Fall, in denen der christliche Geist noch nicht durch das
Autonomiestreben der Kunst korrumpiert war, und in den Werken der Dürerzeit, die...
unverfälschte Erzeugnisse des durch nichts überfremdeten Nationalcharakters [waren].“
Büttner, “Streit um die ‘Neudeutsche religios-patriotische Kunst,’” 65.
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medium itself, Cornelius followed little beyond generic compositional elements (the
ascension of the saved on Christ’s right, and the descent of the damned on his left).
Cornelius certainly followed nothing of Michelangelo’s style. His golds and reds
dominated the flesh tones so evident in Michelangelo’s work; a hieratic composition
replaced Michelangelo’s dramatic tensions and turmoil, and clothed figures – with the
telling exception of two men falling to their damnation – replaced Michelangelo’s largely
naked male figures (his women are clothed). The central figure of Christ in
Michelangelo’s version embodies the motion of the entire composition, his entire body
extending the expression of his arms – open and unprotected to the right, where his arm is
up and beckoning; observant and defended to the left, where his arm is down, warding
off. The Christ in Cornelius’s composition sits calmly above three angels: the flanking
angels lean down to sound trumpets to those below; the central angel stares straight ahead
while holding open a book which reads “uber vitae aeternae” on the right-hand page and
“uber mortis aeternae” on the left. Christ merely gestures with his hands while likewise
gazing out towards the viewer.
Seeking iconographic and stylistic models for the Credo cycle Frank Büttner, the
primary scholar of this work, has suggested that Cornelius looked to Byzantine-style
mosaics, specifically, those of San Marco in Venice, in developing this program.630 It
might be more profitable to look at works that Cornelius would have considered as
Byzantine, whether or not they fit into today’s Byzantine corpus. Specifically,
Cornelius’s figure of Christ, with his cross-inscribed nimbus in his cloud-framed circle of
gold, might be compared with that of Last Judgments such as the monumental mosaic of
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Ibid., 193. Büttner does not further specify which mosaics.
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the second half of the thirteenth century attributed to Coppo di Marcovaldo (active
1260s-70s) in the Baptistery of Florence [fig. 5.5 h-2]. But whether Cornelius thought of
his Christ as similarly Byzantine remains difficult to judge. At least to a modern observer,
in terms of perspectival illusionism, ornamental patterning, abstraction of forms, and
relationship to the larger composition, Cornelius’s Last Judgment remains closer to that
of Michelangelo than to that of Coppo di Marcovaldo. Whatever the relationship to
Byzantine models, in contrast to the established Nazarene approach to imitation as
expressed in the late 1810s, Michelangelo is copied in various respects but not
followed.631 Rather, he is corrected in favor of the anti-sensual, anti-illusionistic aesthetic
that Schlegel had advocated but Cornelius, prior to this fresco cycle, had never closely
observed.632
Another innovation in Cornelius’s program was the inclusion of a Crucifixion.
Schlegel had written that
The image of Mary and of the Passion of the Crucifixion are primitive and, with
all their endlessly diverse expressions, variations and combinations, both the
inexhaustible objects and basic viewpoints and the eternal poles of higher, true
painting.633
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This approach echoes the distinctions Winckelmann drew between the goals of
copying, or faithful imitation, and those of spiritual imitation, or following, discussed in
chap. 2.
632
Büttner writes that Cornelius sought “his own conception, in which he could be
released from Michelangelo,” in Büttner, “Frescoes of Peter Cornelius in the Munich
Ludwigskirche,” 240. I would argue that he chose Michelangelo in order to correct him
according to Schlegel’s dicta, i.e., in order to underline his opposition to Michelangelo’s
approach, so that searching for release was not an issue.
633
“Das Marienbild und das Kreuzesleiden, dieses sind die primitiven und mit allen ihren
unendlich verschiedenen Ausdrücken, Variationen und Kombinationen auch nie zu
erschöpfenden Gegenstände und Grundanschauungen, gleichsam die ewigen Pole der
höhern wahrhaften Malerei.” Friedrich Schlegel, “Zweiter Nachtrag alter Gemälde,” 92.
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Nevertheless, the Nazarenes had until this point avoided the subject of the Crucifixion,
which had become unpopular among classicizing artists and contradicted the Nazarenes’
own tendency to avoid emotionalism.634 This was the first Crucifixion painted by a
member of the Brotherhood of St. Luke and as such, further underlines Cornelius’s effort
to visualize Schlegel’s words in this cycle.635
A further correspondence with Schlegel’s statement is that the major fresco in the
north transept opposite the Crucifixion depicts Mary, holding on her lap the Christ child
being adored by the Shepherds and the Magi, i.e., the Crucifixion’s “eternal pole.” In
developing his argument that Cornelius looked to Byzantine models, Büttner has
described Cornelius’s image of Mary as a Theotokos who intentionally denies viewers
the expected image of Mary as representative of maternal love [fig. 5.5 i.1].636 Whether
or not one agrees with this contention with respect to this image or to the Byzantine
Theotokos, it is worth noting that neither Cornelius nor his contemporaries seem to have
noted any specifically Byzantine qualities in this program (nor, despite Cornelius’s
narrow depth of field and hieratic figures, are they visible to the modern observer, even
when the corpus of Byzantine mosaics as defined in Cornelius’s day is taken into
consideration).
Other Bavarian Byzantine-style figural frescoes (including Heß’s at the
Allerheiligenhofkapelle) and ornamental painting (including Schwarzmann’s at the
Allerheiligenhofkapelle and Schwarzmann’s and Gärtner’s at the Ludwigskirche) of
around the same time were praised as great works of art and understood as recognizably
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Byzantine, while Cornelius’s were neither. Perhaps this is in part because Cornelius’s
conservative interpretation of Michelangelo’s Last Judgment demonstrating a crowded,
shallow depth of field, hierarchical, relatively static composition, clothed, even antisensual figures, with gold (in this case, in the background rather than the clothing)
dominating flesh tones, looks not to the Byzantine tradition (however defined), but toLast
Judgments such as that at the Church of St. Michael and Gudula [fig. 4.3 b-c]. But
perhaps this is because, rather than relying on simple keys to the Byzantine style, such as
gold backgrounds, Cornelius interpreted the Byzantine tradition, as it was defined in his
day, with greater subtlety.

8. Cornelius’s Christian Vision and Confessional Polarization
Confessional polarization, which was well underway at the time Cornelius
developed his program, appears to have strongly influenced the conception and reception
of his Ludwigskirche frescoes.637 Of the transition that had occurred since the height of
Napoleon’s power, Ludwig commented in 1830:
Twenty years ago a union of the Protestants with the Catholics seemed closer than
now—how divorced from the present! A union is postponed to a later date at
637

This discussion of Cornelius’s confessional politics is at odds with that in Grewe,
“Historicism and the Symbolic Imaginary,” 82-83. Her discussion (82-83) contains few
citations to primary or secondary materials beyond an unpublished article that which
serves as her primary source (82, n. 2). I am unable, therefore, to respond to her
assertions in any detail. The general outline of her argument - that Cornelius was an
adherent of the Catholic Tübingen School and as such intended his Ludwigskirche fresco
program first and foremost as an ecumenical statement – one which conformed with
public taste when conceived ca. 1830 but not upon its completion in 1840 – was first
established in 1993 by Frank Büttner in his article “Unzeitgemäße Größe. Die Fresken
von Peter Cornelius“ and reiterated in 1998 in Büttner, “The Frescoes of Peter Cornelius
in the Munich Ludwigskirche” (neither cited by Grewe). It is not clear to me what Grewe
adds to this argument, which appears to me to be based upon a narrow and selective
reading of the evidence.
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least. I would be Catholic before the Reformation, I said last winter to my
Minister of the Interior von Schenk, making a distinction between Catholic and
Jesuit.638
Cornelius and his friend the anti-Protestant theologian Ignaz von Döllinger were part of a
conservative and Jesuit-oriented circle.639 Ludwig, who was biased against Protestants
but more so against Jesuits, was directing his energies towards silencing Görres’s circle
as too Jesuitical at the time of the fresco commission, and was well aware of Cornelius’s
membership in this group.640 Given the increasingly charged situation, it seems that
Cornelius used the fresco program to assert his continued, or even strengthened,
allegiance to his circle of friends and his beliefs at least in part in defiance of Ludwig. In
this vein, he included both Ignatius of Loyola (depicted in a group of key founders of
orders) and Francis Xavier (depicted in a group of key missionaries), founding members
of the Jesuit order, in his fresco cycle.641 At the same time, in taking up the views of
Schlegel more literally than he and other Nazarenes had before, in certain respects (i.e.,
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“Vor 20 Jahren schien eine Vereinigung der Protestanten mit den Katholiken näher als
jetzt, wie geschieden dermalen! Auf spätere Zeit wenigstens vertagt ist eine Vereinigung.
Katholik vor der Reformation wäre ich, sagte ich letzten Winter zu meinem Minister des
Inneren von Schenk, mache Unterschied zwischen Katholik und Jesuit.” Ludwig I, entry
for July 4, 1830, in Bayerische Staatsbibliothek, Ludwig I.-Archiv, Tagebuch 3,85,
quoted in Gollwitzer, Ludwig I. von Bayern, 514.
639
In fact, Döllinger had brought Joseph Görres into contact with the conservative
Catholics around the philosopher Franz Baader, and so helped to establish the influential
“conservative Catholic salon” which included Cornelius, among others, and came to be
held at Görres’s house. See Vanden Heuvel, German Life in the Age of Revolution:
Joseph Görres, 294-95.
640
Ludwig’s dislike of the Jesuits was expressed in his suppression of the journal Eos in
1829; Joseph Görres, a leading ultramontane voice, had been its editor since 1828. See
Vanden Heuvel, German Life in the Age of Revolution: Joseph Görres, 298, and
Gollwitzer, Ludwig I. von Bayern, 563. That Ludwig was aware of Cornelius as member
of this group, which he and Gärtner called alternatively the “Jesuits” and the
“Congregation,” is clear from his irritated negotiations with Cornelius, via Gärtner, over
the fresco contract. See Büttner, Peter Cornelius. Fresken, 2:157-58n27.
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Büttner, Peter Cornelius. Fresken, 2:197.
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the inclusion of a Crucifixion), Cornelius’s Last Judgment appears a fitting tribute to the
most famous representative of the German Romantic spirit and of its turn towards
Catholicism. Schlegel had died in January 1829, while in the midst of writing an
exposition on the “fully completed and perfected understanding” (ganz vollendete und
vollkommene Verstehen), just six months before Cornelius composed this program.642
Unfortunately, however, Cornelius had given his frescoes iconographic and
stylistic qualities that neither Protestant nor Catholic members of the public found
theologically meaningful or identifiably Byzantine. Nor did Cornelius ever touch the
other fresco program specified in his contract: a series of scenes from life of St. Louis
planned for the narthex, for which no cartoons survive.643 The only image of St. Louis
actually carried out depicts him among holy kings and queens, in a group towered over
by Charlemagne.644 Though Ludwig appears to have been interested in the fresco cycle’s
execution rather than its content, it is not surprising that he did not care for the result.645
Nor did Gärtner, who, once he had received the commission for the building, appears to
have quickly lost the admiration for Cornelius he had only recently discovered.
Reviewers, meanwhile, criticized Cornelius’s program as too dogmatic, too Catholic, and
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its self-conscious opposition to that of Michelangelo), stating of Cornelius at the end of
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Fresken, 2:197-98 and idem, “Frescoes of Peter Cornelius in the Munich
Ludwigskirche,” 245.
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not sufficiently following the great style of Michelangelo.646 Unlike Heß, whose frescoes
were comfortably sensual and mildly exotic, Cornelius would have no further impact on
the development of Byzantine revival style that Ludwig had initiated.

9. Bavarian Byzantine Glazing
One aspect of the Byzantine revival style that was developed with Cornelius’s, as
well as Heß’s, frescoes in mind was the glazing. As noted in the preceding chapter,
grisaille windows had been made for the Ludwigskirche in 1828, but were rejected for
use in the church by the start of 1829. Although Cornelius had yet to submit a fresco
proposal, Ludwig had wished to ensure that the frescoes would be as visible as possible.
(Perhaps due to a dark patina on the model chosen, these windows were of grey not white
glass and so darker than necessary.647) This left the building without any examples of
medieval revival glazing - one of the several revived art forms for which Munich was
becoming known.648 It seems no evidence of the design of the 1828 grisaille glass
survives, but it is tempting to believe that it was modeled on the intricately patterned,
non-figural grisaille windows associated with the Cistercian order (founded 1098), which
favored grisaille over figural and colored glass as being less distracting and luxurious.
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Vaassen, Bilder auf Glas, 23, calls attention to the poor condition of most surviving
medieval stained glass in the early nineteenth century, and the effect of this on revival
efforts.
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Sulpiz Boisserée appears to have been among the few people in Munich who were
seriously examining evidence of pre-Gothic stained glass at this time. In his entry for
October 18th, 1829, on a visit to St. Pantaleon, Cologne, he noted “schöne Glasmalereien
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The patterns used by the Cistercians have been long (if perhaps inaccurately) attributed to
Islamic and Byzantine sources.649
By the mid-1830s, Ludwig changed his mind concerning the appropriateness of
grisaille windows for his Byzantine commissions. The terms used for such windows in
contemporary documents of the Glass Institute and its patrons: Tapeten-, Verzierungsand mosaikartige Fenster (wallpaper, decorative, and mosaic-like windows) imply, as
does Boisserée’s term “damascened” for the trial windows of 1828-29,650 that rather than
the French Cistercian associations attributed to this type of window today, Byzantine or
more broadly Near Eastern associations were made at the time.651 The twelfth-century
date of the Cistercian ban on stained glass (1134) may, however, have helped to confirm
the appropriateness of such windows for Byzantine-era architecture (and even, by the
mid-1840s, that the incorporation of some colored-glass elements would be also be
649

Islamic art has continued to be advocated as a source for Cistercian grisaille patterns
until recently, and perhaps most forcefully, by Eva Frodl-Kraft, in a series of publications
dating 1965-72. For a discussion of her arguments and a brief historiography of the
association of grisaille glass with Islamic and Byzantine sources, as well as a discussion
of German and Austrian examples (at the Cistercian foundations of Eberbach,
Rheinhessen; Marienstatt, northeast of Koblenz; Haina, near Kassel; Namedy, near Trier;
Heiligenkreuz, south of Vienna; Neukloster, northwestern Mecklenburg, and Doberan –
this last example now in the Schwerin Museum), see Helen Jackson Zakin, French
Cistercian Grisaille Glass (New York: Garland, 1979), 3-4, 89-93, and 171-76. Zakin
does not explore in detail the early historiography of this idea: the earliest discussion she
treats is that of L. Day, Windows: A Book about Stained and Painted Glass, 3rd ed.
(London, 1909), 19. Her subsequent historiography consists entirely of German-language
sources (see Zakin, esp. 90 n. 1). It would be interesting to know the earliest documented
instance of this popular idea, whether it was primarily a German interest, and specifically
whether Gärtner knew of any of the German and Austrian examples and would have
made such Islamic and Byzantine associations as well.
650
Discussed in Chapter Four, above.
651
For the terms used for such windows in the records of the Royal Glass Institute see
Elgin Vaassen, “Zur ehemaligen Verglasung der griechischen Kapelle auf dem Neroberg
in Wiesbaden und zu weiteren ornamentalen Verglasungen der Glasmalereianstalt des
bayerischen Königs Ludwig I. in München,” Kunst in Hessen und am Mittelrhein 30
(1990): 69-78 (the terms are scattered through the article).
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appropriate for Bavarian Byzantine-style commissions652). Once the fresco programs for
the Allerheiligenhofkapelle and the Ludwigskirche had been established, Ludwig
apparently determined that in fact they required the broken, diffuse light that grisaille
windows would provide.653
Despite Klenze’s earlier assessment in Anweisung zur Architectur (1822/24) that
Byzantine buildings had no paintings in the windows,654 Elgin Vaassen has discovered
that it was at the Allerheiligenhofkapelle that, in 1836, the first grisaille glazing was
installed: this consisted of white glass windows decorated with non-figural patterns in
black and had a matt finish on the back [fig. 5.5 i.2 and i.3)].655 As noted by Vaassen,
who has studied these fragments in detail, the windows were composed of rhomboid,
hexagonal, and circular panes; interstitial panes were painted with a leaf and the whole
was framed by a wide border of similar pattern, enclosed by a zigzag lines. All of the
ornament was painted in black on white (uncolored) glass that had been given a matt
finish on the back (the side facing the exterior).656 By 1841 such windows had been
installed at the Ludwigskirche as well.657 While they have been replaced by crude
replicas, an indication of Gärtner’s design for the Ludwigskirche glazing, which was very
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Bavarian Byzantine windows that do survive are those made for the Brunnkapelle at
the saltworks in Bad Reichenhall, probably designed by Daniel Ohlmüller ca. 1834-39,
which are discussed in Chapter Six.
653
Vaassen, Bilder auf Glas, 189.
654
“…kleine Fenster ohne Malereyen”: Klenze, Anweisung zur Architectur, 11, quoted
above in Chapter Three.
655
These few remains of the Allerheiligenhofkapelle windows that were otherwise
destroyed in the Second World War were packed away several years ago, although a plan
to restore them was under discussion. Vaassen, Bilder auf Glas, 189 n. 45, and Vaassen,
“Zur ehemaligen Verglasung der griechischen Kapelle, 77 n. 29.
656
Vaassen, “Zur ehemaligen Verglasung der griechischen Kapelle,” 77.
657
Vaassen, Bilder auf Glas, 189, and Vaassen, “Zur ehemaligen Verglasung der
griechischen Kapelle,” 77-78.
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similar to that at the Allerheiligenhofkapelle, still survives in an ink and watercolor study
that focuses on his plans for the ornamental frescoes [fig. 5 u-1].658 These
Allerheiligenhofkapelle and Ludwigskirche Tapetenfenster would provide models for
buildings which mark the mid-century development and conclusion of the Bavarian
Byzantine style, as will be treated in Chapter Six.
If the glazing was carefully considered with respect to the frescoes, in the
placement of the windows Cornelius’s ambitions had suffered a blow at the start, when
Gärtner presented Ludwig with the revised designs for the building for official approval.
Apparently without consulting Cornelius, Gärtner’s modifications included a choir that, if
still straight-ended, was now elongated by an additional barrel-vaulted bay which, though
not as deep as the other choir bay, was windowless, providing worse lighting for the
frescoes [fig. 5.5 p; cf. preliminary plan, 5.5 l].659 Although the fresco program was the
commission’s original motivation, it was clearly not at the forefront of Gärtner’s
thoughts. A closer look at Gärtner’s background and at the progress of his work on the
Ludwigskirche provides clues as to how he did conceive of the project.

10. The Evolution of Gärtner’s Architectural Ideas
Unlike Klenze, Gärtner published little concerning his architectural or other ideas.
Beyond the buildings themselves, and his architectural studies and preparatory drawings,
Gärtner’s opinions and intentions are little documented except in his letters: in his early
years to his parents; later, to Johann Martin von Wagner. Conveniently for Gärtner’s
658

Ibid.
In 1833, however, Gärtner did change the design of the crossing to have a barrel vault
rather than a quadripartite vault, per the request of the artist to whom Cornelius assigned
this fresco. Büttner, “Gärtner und die Nazarener,” 128.
659
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career his father, Andreas Gärtner (1744-1826), served as the Bavarian Court Building
Director (Hofbau-Intendant), while Wagner, to whom Friedrich became especially close,
let his painting career lapse in order to serve as Ludwig’s art agent and consultant in
artistic and architectural matters.660 When Klenze abruptly replaced Andreas Gärtner as
Court Building Director in 1818, Friedrich Gärtner’s chosen career path grew more
difficult. Though Wagner used his influence to help the younger Gärtner’s career,
Friedrich was left with a lifelong hostility towards Klenze who, for his part, having
angled for Andreas’s job, was not pleased to find new competition in Andreas’s son.661
Friedrich von Gärtner had received an architectural training as thoroughly
Neoclassical as Wagner’s or Klenze’s, in the course of which he expressed a specific
interest in acquiring technical skills. Gärtner’s complaint with his training at the Munich
Academy (1808-12) under Karl von Fischer had nothing to do with Fischer’s emphasis
on the classical canon, but with what he felt was an over-emphasis on theory.662 Gärtner
had admired instead the work of the Munich engineer Friedrich von Wiebeking (who a
decade later would renovate Speyer Cathedral and write Discipline of Theoretical and
Practical Civic Architecture, inspiring the renovation of Bamberg that Gärtner would
complete).663 As Wiebeking did not teach at the academy, Gärtner credited most of his
practical training to the months he had spent at the school of the staunchly neoclassical
architect Friedrich Weinbrenner in Karlsruhe after completing his formal studies in
660

Büttner, “Gärtner und die Nazarener,” 123-24.
Lieb, “Klenze und die Künstler Ludwigs I.,” 658 and 661, and Hans Lehmbruch,
“‘Gärtner liebster bester Gärtner.’ Eine Karriere im Dienst des Königs,” in Nerdinger,
Friedrich von Gärtner. Ein Architektenleben, 95.
662
See Herman van Bergeijk, “‘Hinter dem Vorhang des schönen Lebens.’ Gärtners
Begegnung mit Italien,” in Nerdinger, Friedrich von Gärtner. Ein Architektenleben, 51.
663
Friedrich von Gärtner to his parents, Aug. 10, 1813 (Bavarian State Library, Ms. Dept.
Ana 451/92), quoted in van Bergeijk, “‘Hinter dem Vorhang des schönen Lebens,’” 51.
661
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Munich.664 While in Karlsruhe Gärtner had met and discussed Weinbrenner’s work with
Weinbrenner’s former student Georg Moller, then early in his career in Darmstadt. When
Gärtner arrived in Paris he found that he agreed with Moller’s estimation of Weinbrenner
as the best living architect.665 Continuing his studies in Paris the following year, Gärtner
met with a number of architects but admired only one, Jean-Baptiste Rondelet (17431829), whom he called a “great engineer in wood and stone.”666
To judge by his surviving sketches and letters, even during Gärtner’s final study
tour—consisting of nearly three years in Italy during which his friendship with Wagner
developed—he rarely diverged from his focus on classical architecture and its modern
interpreters in order to attend to early Christian or medieval buildings.667 Georg Moller,
though committed to Classicism in his own designs, had demonstrated far greater interest
in medieval monuments during and after his study tour, resulting in significant
contributions to the subject. In May and June of 1827 Gärtner was able to return to
Italy.668 With no idea of the impending Ludwigskirche commission, he again paid no
particular attention to Lombard or other medieval Italian buildings. He stayed in Florence
for a while but unlike Klenze, he did not mention or draw San Carlo dei Lombardi; he
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Ibid.
Ibid.
666
Ibid. Rondelet was already renowned for completing (1780-90) St. Geneviève (the
Pantheon) in Paris after the death of Jacques-Germain Soufflot; when Gärtner arrived in
Paris, the first of the five volumes of Rondelet’s frequently reprinted Traité théorique et
pratique de l'art de bâtir (1812-17) had just been published.
667
“Für eine Beschäftigung mit vorgotischer Architektur scheint es doch keine Belege zu
geben.” Büttner, “Planungsgeschichte der Ludwigskirche,” 205, n. 83. See van Bergeijk,
“‘Hinter dem Vorhang des schönen Lebens,’” 51-69.
668
For the following discussion of Gärtner’s observations on this trip, see his letters to
Wagner for 12 and 18 May, 10 June and 22 July,1827, in “Briefe Friedrich von
Gärtners,” ed. Brenninger et al., 303-07 (published according to manuscript, not strictly
chronological, order).
665
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stopped off in Milan on his return trip, but compared to Genoa, which he loved, Milan for
Gärtner was a disgusting place full of market stalls. He apparently took no notice of
Sant’Ambrogio while in Milan, and did not mention Verona, Piacenza, or any other
places with medieval monuments that might have influenced his subsequent plans for the
Ludwigskirche (or Klenze’s for the Allerheiligenhofkapelle). Gärtner’s hoped-for
meeting with Wagner or Ziebland in Siena never materialized, and it seems he may not
have stopped off there himself (though he must have passed by when traveling between
Florence and Perugia). He made no mention of Orvieto, and despite his efforts, does not
appear to have come closer to Rome on this trip than Perugia and Ludwig I’s nearby
villa, “La Colombella,” where he was Ludwig’s guest. Gärtner evidently made a good
impression on Ludwig and by January 1828 he learned that Ludwig would give him the
commission to design the Ludwigskirche.
Gärtner had never traveled nearer the eastern Mediterranean than the Two Sicilies
and Italian architecture already constituted for him the primary (and nearly exclusive)
source of worthy historical examples. Thus it is not surprising that he was at least as
prone as Ludwig I or Leo von Klenze to look first to Italy for inspiration for the
Byzantine style of his latest commission. As he had not studied medieval Italian
architecture but only that which preceded or postdated the medieval era, he seems to have
relied for his initial proposals for this commission on those buildings he had studied
which, according to his understanding, arguably demonstrated Byzantine influence; and
on recent histories of the Byzantine style and books of plates; on local Munich
architecture and local Munich architects. The information he drew from these sources
was telling.
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In July 1827, about half a year before receiving the Ludwigskirche commission,
Gärtner had written Wagner concerning his brother-in-law Heinrich Heß: “He has also
already concluded the agreement for the frescoes in the new Byzantine court chapel and
will soon begin to draw the cartoons for it. I expect much of him, if the style doesn’t
again constrain him all too much.”669 By “again,” Gärtner presumably is referring to
Heß’s first Byzantine-style commission, at the Allerheiligenhofkapelle; it would be
interesting to know what precisely about those frescoes appeared constrained to him. But
if Gärtner felt that the style of Byzantine painting could be constraining, it is not evident
that he felt similarly about Byzantine architecture. He seems never to have considered the
Byzantine architectural style as demanding fundamental structural or spatial
considerations. In any case, the basilican ground plan he chose was from the start largely
determined by the need to provide broad flat surfaces for Cornelius’s fresco program;
hence the unusual choice of a straight-walled—albeit elongated—choir, similarly
straight-walled transepts and relatively small windows. At the Allerheiligenhofkapelle,
the structure was primary and the frescoes were a later development. Though Gärtner
expressed less disgust for the Byzantine style than Klenze, he also expended less energy
grappling with it.

669

“Auch hat er bereits den Akkord für die Freskenmalerei in der neuen byzantinische
Hofkapelle abgeschlossen und wird bald anfangen, die Kartons dazu zu zeichnen. Ich
erwarte viel von ihm, wenn ihn auch wieder der Stil nicht zu sehr beschränkt.” Letter
dated July 22, 1827, in “Briefe Friedrich von Gärtners,” ed. Brenninger et al., 307.
Ludwig intended to give Gärtner the commission for the Ludwigskirche by September
1827, according to a letter he wrote to the Mayor of Munich. Gärtner knew of this plan
by January 1828, when he wrote to Wagner to tell him about it. See Büttner,
“Planungsgeschichte der Ludwigskirche,” 190.
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11. The Ludwigskirche on the Ludwigsstraße:
A Byzantine Heart for Bavaria’s New Political and Intellectual Establishment
The Ludwigskirche was Gärtner’s first major commission.670 It was to be situated
on Ludwigstraße, which Ludwig was building up as the new center of political and
intellectual life for the city and the kingdom. Klenze had been in charge of planning this
street for over a decade, and his War Ministry building was just being completed at the
south end of it.671 By 1829 King Ludwig had appointed Gärtner to the architectural
oversight committee (Baukunstausschuß) along with Klenze, and Gärtner was edging
Klenze out of further Ludwigstraße commissions.672 The king accepted Gärtner’s
proposal for a state library between the War Ministry and the Ludwigskirche in 1831.673
By 1835 Gärtner was in charge of designing new buildings to house the university at the

670

On January 28, 1828, Ludwig had declared that Gärtner must be the architect of the
church if he were going to help finance its construction; Gärtner’s plans received final
approval on March 11, 1829. See Birgit-Varena Karnapp, “Werkverzeichnis,” in
Nerdinger, Friedrich von Gärtner. Ein Architektenleben, 226-27 (cat. no. 11). Ludwig
had already foreseen Gärtner as architect of the state library and Gärtner had already
drawn up some proposals in 1827, but Gärtner did not receive a contract for the library
until July 29, 1828, and plans for the library were not approved until Feb. 15, 1831. See
Karnapp, “Werkverzeichnis,” 225-26 (cat. no. 10).
671
On the planning and design of Ludwigsstraße (1816-29) see cat. no. 43 of Hildebrand,
“Werkverzeichnis,” 271-77 (cat. no. 43); on Klenze’s War Ministry (Kriegsministerium,
1822-30), see Hildebrand, “Werkverzeichnis,” 351-53 (cat. no. 80).
672
For discussion of the progress of Gärtner’s career, see Lehmbruch, “‘Gärtner liebster
bester Gärtner,’” 87-121; for the shift from Klenze to Gärtner as principal architect of
Ludwigstraße see esp. pp. 102-06; on his appointment to the Baukunstausschuß see p.
108.
673
Gärtner’s first proposal for a state library (Bayerische Staatsbibliothek) was made in
1827. Ludwig did not accept this proposal, but he did promise Gärtner the commission.
The official contract followed on July 29, 1828, and Gärtner’s plans were finally
approved on February 15, 1831. The building was completed in 1843. Karnapp,
“Werkverzeichnis,” 225-26 (cat. no. 10).
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north end of the street, at which point the Ludwigskirche, while still under construction,
gained the additional distinction of close association with the university.674
For Klenze, Gärtner’s reconceptualization of his street was a serious blow.
Furthermore, the first addition to his neoclassical streetscape was to be of all things
another Byzantine style church, located at its midpoint and facing the intersection with
another major street (Löwenstraße, today Schellingstraße), giving it an approach that
extended well beyond the confines of Ludwigstraße itself. While Klenze’s
Allerheiligenhofkapelle represented the religious life of the court, the Ludwigskirche
commission competed with it in representative significance and exceeded it in urban
prominence, despite Klenze’s insistence on reorienting the Allerheiligenhofkapelle so as
to give it a public entrance façade. It cannot have helped that Ludwig approved Gärtner’s
plans for the Ludwigskirche much more quickly than he had approved Klenze’s for the
Allerheiligenhofkapelle, even though Klenze’s plan expressed more thorough study of
the same style. The Ludwigskirche’s ground stone was laid, as Ludwig had specified it
must be and to Gärtner’s supreme satisfaction, on the feast day of St. Louis, 1829 [fig.
5.5 z].675

12. Gärtner Approaches Byzantium
Like Stieglitz and Klenze, who saw the Byzantine style in the West epitomized at
San Marco, Gärtner began with at least one historical example in mind. A preliminary
plan for the façade, probably dating to 1828, appears to be a reduced version of the

674

On Gärtner’s plans for the university and related buildings (the Universitätsforum) see
Karnapp, “Werkverzeichnis,” 223-24 (cat. no. 9).
675
Karnapp, “Werkverzeichnis,” 226-27.
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similar façades of either Orvieto or Siena Cathedrals [figs. 5.5 j and 5.5 k.1-k.2].676 For
such models Gärtner had the support of Stieglitz’s latest history of architecture, which
expanded upon his earlier scholarship to address all of architectural history. In this work,
which would be widely accepted for decades, Stieglitz listed the Cathedrals of Orvieto
and Siena, along with those of Spoleto and Como, as Italian buildings showing definite
Byzantine influence.677 Judging from Gärtner’s letters and sketches, it appears that he had
not studied (and likely not even seen) these buildings during his trip to northern Italy in
1827. At least for Orvieto (the façade of which had been built under Lorenzo Maitani,
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For the dating of this drawing see Büttner, “Planungsgeschichte der Ludwigskirche,”
201-03. On p. 204, Büttner notes a resemblance to Siena Cathedral, going so far as to call
Gärtner’s drawing “in ihrer ganzen Anlage der Fassade des Sieneser Domes
nachgebildet.” He does not note such distinctions as the absence in Gärtner’s design of
the prominent gables over the entrances at Siena and Orvieto, or the somewhat stronger
resemblance of Gärtner’s design to Orvieto; nor does he concern himself with what
„Byzantine“ meant for Gärtner (or Klenze), except to state that it was equivalent to
today’s designation “Romanesque.”
677
“Betrachten wir die Dome zu Spoleto, Siena, Orvieto, Como, und andere große
Bauwerke Italiens aus den ersten Zeiten des Mittelalters, so zeigt sich der Einfluß
byzantinischer Künstler deutlich. Auch wird er sichtbar in den Basiliken Roms, wo zwar
die Anwendung antiker Säulen, alten Gebäuden entnommen, an das Antike erinnert, der
Charakter des Ganzen aber die byzantinische Kunst nicht verkennen läst, die überdies in
den musivischen Bildern der Heiligen erscheint, welche zur Auszierung dienen.”
Stieglitz, Geschichte der Baukunst vom frühesten Alterthume, 296. (This work was
republished in 1837, the year following Stieglitz’s death, and again in 1857.) Even in
1842 Kugler, in his Handbuch der Kunstgeschichte (Stuttgart: Ebner und Seubert, 1842),
567, did not characterize Orvieto or Siena Cathedrals as “Gothic” (i.e., what he
considered eigentlich deutsch), as is common today; rather, he characterized the interiors
of both as neither Byzantine nor German but as “truly Italian” (eigentlich italienisch) –
that is, a new category within medieval art and architecture – and the facades as “ItalianGerman” (italienisch-germanisch). As is evident in Stieglitz’s work, the notion of a
distinction between Italian and Byzantine architecture had not existed when Gärtner was
planning the Ludwigskirche, when mosaics and round arches were key markers of the
Byzantine style, and ground plans (beyond the inclusion of domes) were not determining
characteristics; as discussed above, even Kugler did not focus on distinctions between
Byzantine and Western ground plans before 1833.
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starting in 1310), an illustrated monograph had long been available.678 Perhaps not
coincidentally, this is the façade which Gärtner’s preparatory sketch most closely
resembles—for example, in the central portal, which is larger than those to either side,
and in the towers to either side of the façade, which are topped by pinnacles. The mosaics
on Orvieto’s facade (not unlike those at San Marco) and the rounded arches of the central
portal and the building’s interior vaulting may have independently inspired Gärtner to
identify that building as Byzantine. Additionally, the dwarf arcade galleries, if more
highly ornamented with their trefoil arches and quatrefoil balustrades, echo those in
Lombard, Rhenish and other well-known buildings then considered Byzantine (e.g.,
Piacenza Cathedral [fig. 3.9] and San Zeno, Verona [fig. 3.6] as well as Speyer [fig. 3.1
c] and Worms [fig. 4.7 b] Cathedrals).679 The relationship of Orvieto’s façade to the rest
of the cathedral and to its surroundings may also have suggested an appropriate model to
Gärtner. Orvieto Cathedral’s entrance façade was conceived with respect to the piazza in
front of it. The rest of the much simpler exterior of the building strongly contrasts with
the façade on account of the lavishness of the façade’s ornament and its false front, which
aggrandizes the interior elevation. Similarly, the arcade to the right in Gärtner’s drawing
demonstrates that, like Maitani, Gärtner intended to concentrate his efforts with respect to
678

Guglielmo della Valle, Storia del duomo di Orvieto dedicata alla Santità di Nostro
Signore Pio Papa sesto Pontefice Massimo (Rome : presso i Lazzarini, 1791), still cited
by Franz Kugler as the source for images of Orvieto Cathedral in Handbuch der
Kunstgeschichte, 568 n. 2. Della Valle’s work was apparently available in the royal
collections (it is still available at the Bayerische Staatsbibliothek, listed with the call
number 12). Kugler does not cite any corresponding source for illustrations of Siena
Cathedral, and I am not aware of one that would have been available to Gärtner when he
was planning the Ludwigskirche.
679
Büttner, “Planungsgeschichte der Ludwigskirche,” 203, notes that there is a further
preliminary drawing for the Ludwigskirche, which he believes is probably the earliest
because an arcade frieze is sketched in above the portals on top of the earlier drawing [his
fig. 12].
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the external elevations almost exclusively on the entrance façade. The streetscape already
determined the Ludwigskirche’s exterior just as much as the frescoes already determined
the interior.680
Gärtner’s drawing modified the example of Orvieto by diminishing its strong
verticality through strengthening the horizontal elements. Rather than stacking a series of
steadily diminishing forms, Gärtner composed his central elevation of forms of
alternating height: he crowned the large portal with a dwarf arcade and the equally large
square framing the rose with a similarly diminutive gable. He also simplified his
composition, eliminating the gables flanking the rose. Reflecting the smaller scale of the
nave and aisles at the Ludwigskirche, he brought the entrances closer together, without
the projecting archivolts and jambs. Gärtner emphasized the arcades above the portals by
proportionally doubling their size, while giving them round rather than trefoil arches. He
eliminated the tympanum over the central portal (in addition to its framing archivolts and
jambs) to create a strikingly large central door opening despite the reduced overall scale.
He also eliminated the lancet windows and pointed arches of the side portals and
considered filling the space above these doors with smaller wheel windows in square
frames (he appears to have been undecided on this point).
The reduction in scale reflects that the Ludwigskirche was to be a parish church,
not a cathedral. Other changes, in particular the replacement or elimination of trefoil and
680

Büttner likewise concludes that the street façade was a determining factor from the
start of Gärtner’s planning in “Planungsgeschichte der Ludwigskirche,” 204. Strong
concern for the streetscape is similarly evident in Klenze’s work at the
Allerheiligenhofkapelle. If Klenze’s studies for an entrance façade came later in the
planning process, this is because Klenze had to argue for its necessity even though this
meant divergence both from Ludwig’s chosen model, the Palatine Chapel in Palermo, and
from a traditional, eastern orientation, and even though the street in question was less
prominent.
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pointed arches, suggest an effort to remove what were considered “truly German,” that is,
Gothic elements to create a more Byzantine look. It is unclear whether Gärtner foresaw
placing any mosaics on this façade. In any event, from this drawing only the open arcades
above the portals, the heavy multi-level piers at the corners and (though not an element
modeled on Orvieto) the ground-level arcade to one side the façade made it into the
proposals Gärtner submitted for review. In these later drawings, Gärtner abandoned such
elements as the heavy square frame around the rose window and the pinnacles crowning
it, the complex use of dwarf arcades, and the differently-proportioned nave and aisle
entrances, leaving no obvious suggestion of Orvieto; why is not clear, though it is
possible that he was influenced by a review of Geschichte der Baukunst that strongly
criticized Stieglitz’s characterization of Orvieto, Siena and Como Cathedrals as
Byzantine.681 Most of Gärtner’s subsequent models for the Ludwigskirche appear to have
been in Munich.682

681

“Man kann sich aber des Verdachts kaum erwehren, daß die Vorliebe für die gothischdeutsche Kunst den Herrn Verfasser abgehalten hat, die italienische Kunst nicht bloß zu
beschreiben, sondern auch genau kennen zu lernen. Wenigstens sind es auffallende
Irrthümer, wenn er (S. 296) unter den in den ersten Jahrhunderten des Mittelalters und
unter dem Einfluß byzantinischer Künstler (im eigentlichen Sinne des Wortes) gebauten
Kirchen die Dome zu Siena, Orvieto und Como aufzählt, von denen der erste 1180
geweiht, der letzte erst 1396 gegründet ist, dieser, wo er von dem Spitzbogenstyl
abweicht, nur den Uebergang in die Formen der neuern Zeit andeutet, und die sämmtlich
in ihrer genau bekannten Geschichte, so wie in ihren Formen keine Spur des
Byzantinischen zeigen….” [Karl Schnaase], review of Geschichte der Baukunst, 260 (in
the final installment of the review, dated March 31, 1828).
682
A fascinating, undated study of a two-towered church façade by Gärtner (Architectur
Sammlung, Technische Universität München, Gs 422) is illustrated in Gabriele Schickel,
“Ludwigskirche, Ludwigstraße, München, 1828-1844,” in Romantik und Restauration,
ed. Nerdinger, fig. 47.5; while its relationship to the planning of the Ludwigskirche
remains unclear, Büttner has remarked that this sketch could have been created as part of
the overall process: Büttner, “Planungsgeschichte der Ludwigskirche,” 204. If so, it was a
highly experimental phase. Among other suggestive details is the left-hand spire, that
closely resembles a jeweled papal tiara – headgear traditionally attributed to Byzantine
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13. Klenze’s Evaluation of Gärtner’s Plans: Style as Confessional Politics
At the start of 1829 Ludwig obliged Gärtner to present his plans for the
Ludwigskirche to Klenze: these were now significantly revised [fig. 5.5 l-m]. Klenze
responded: “Gärtner showed me his plan for the Ludwigskirche — bad, I corrected some
[flaws] but by far not all.... Byzantinized copy of St. Michael’s Church.”683 Klenze’s
condemnation appears to have been directed both at the idea that Gärtner copied a model,
and in this sense was producing something less than purified, and at his choice of model.
While Gärtner never mentioned St. Michael’s, a church built in the late sixteenth century
for Munich’s Jesuit college,684 and Klenze did not explain what he meant, a comparison
of St. Ludwig’s ground plan and façade with that of St. Michael’s does suggest certain
similarities, inasmuch as the nave of each consists of a barrel-vault stiffened by wide
transverse arches marking the bays [fig. 5.6 a-c]. (In Gärtner’s somewhat earlier ground
plan [fig. 5.5 l], the aisles are divided into four bays; in the section [fig. 5.5 n], these have
been reduced to three, equaling the number of chapels on each side at St. Michael’s).
In St. Michael’s, however, the barrel vault of the crossing is continuous with that
of the nave and of the same type as that in the transepts and choir, while in Gärtner’s

origins, through which Gärtner was perhaps intending to evoke the Byzantine roots of the
Catholic Church.
683
“Gärtner zeigt mir seinen Plan zur Ludwigskirche schlecht, ich corrigirte einiges aber
bei weitem nicht alles. Die Construction ist sehr schlecht, vordere Hauptmauer könnte
einstürzen. Byzantinisierte Kopie der Michaelskirche.” Leo von Klenze, Memorabilien,
entry for January 19, 1829, quoted in Büttner, “Planungsgeschichte der Ludwigskirche,”
198.
684
St. Michael’s provides a bold contrast with its contemporary, the Petrikirche of the
former Jesuit College, Münster [fig. 1-1]. Such stylistic diversity in Jesuit architecture, as
underlined in much recent research, was not, however, investigated by Klenze or any one
else at this time; rather, his approach suggests the atmosphere from which would emerge
the concept of a single overriding Jesuit style that is addressed in Levy, “The ‘Jesuit
Style,’ in Propaganda and the Jesuit Baroque, 15-41.
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section, the barrel vaults abut a very shallow dome on pendentives over the crossing (in
his somewhat earlier ground plan, he considered using a groin vault here instead of a
dome).685 The vaulting of St. Michael’s thus presents a more unified main space than that
of Gärtner’s plan. The façades bear still less relation to one another. They do share heavy
horizontal divisions between the storeys, prominent freestanding sculpture at the peak
and feet of the gables and flanking the upper storeys, and no tower (though Gärtner
lightly sketched in a single tower at the other end, adjoining the choir). The rhythm and
variety of alternating architectural elements within the horizontal bands of St. Michael’s
façade is far more complex, however, than that which Gärtner designed for the
Ludwigskirche. Gärtner’s preliminary design, meanwhile, exhibits a more sculptural
quality, with its deeply framed windows, its entrances and second storey recessed behind
arcades, and a further arcade before the ground level of the side buildings (only the righthand side building being depicted here) [fig. 5.5 m].
Klenze’s association of Gärtner’s proposal with St. Michael’s may have had less
to do with their resemblance to one another than with St. Michael’s visual similarities to,
and institutional dependence on, another church, the Gesù in Rome, designed by
Giacomo da Vignola and begun in 1568 [fig. 5.7 a-b]. The dominant physical
relationship of St. Michael’s to its urban setting, its interior space with a single expansive
barrel-vaulted-nave flanked by three pairs of lateral chapels in the place of aisles, short
transepts with altars on the end walls, lack of a narthex, and some of the Italianate details
of its design, demonstrate that even without the dramatic crossing dome originally
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As noted in Büttner, “Planungsgeschichte der Ludwigskirche,” 200.
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proposed for it,686 St. Michael’s was one of the first buildings to take the Gesù, mother
church of the Jesuit order, as an inspiration, and was the order’s first significant church in
Northern Europe.687 Built as the church of the Jesuit college of the same name and as the
burial church for the Wittelsbachs, St. Michael’s had become a Wittelsbach court church
after the Jesuits were disbanded in 1773.
Ludwig had seemed favorably inclined towards the Jesuits around the time of the
order’s resurrection in 1818, according to Nuncio Count d’Argenteau.688 By 1824,
however, Ludwig worried that Jesuits tried to Italianize their German students, and by
1828 he was openly expressing an extreme dislike for the order.689 By 1829, as Klenze
was evaluating Gärtner’s efforts, Ludwig was suppressing the journalistic efforts of the
686

When, during the construction of St. Michael’s, the south tower collapsed, destroying
the choir, plans for the tower, choir and crossing were redrawn so as to heighten the
tower, lengthen the choir, and set a dome over the crossing – the dome possibly inspired
by that at the Gesù. It is not clear whether the dome was finally omitted because of cost
concerns or technical complexity, or due to its architectural novelty. See Smith, Sensuous
Worship, 62 and 68.
687
Smith, Sensuous Worship, 59 and 66-68. On the design of subsequent Jesuit churches
in Bavaria and the Rhineland see chap. 5, esp. pp. 121-33. On the more literal use of the
Gesù as a model in Poland-Lithuania and in the Habsburg Empire see Kaufmann, Toward
a Geography of Art, 250-62. On the tendency (among Jesuits and non-Jesuits) to invoke
the precedent of the Gesù to the point of describing Jesuit churches as “just like the
Gesù” even when there was rarely more than a basic emulation of its plan see Bailey, “Le
Style jesuite n’existe pas,” 45. On the Gesù as nevertheless, if anything, “Farnesi” rather
than “Jesuit” in style see Clare Robertson, “Two Farnese Cardinals and the Question of
Jesuit Taste,” in O’Malley, Jesuits: Cultures, Sciences, and the Arts, 147.
688
Bastgen, “Ludwigs I. von Bayern ‘Liberalismus’ und ‘Jesuitenfurcht,’” 649.
689
Among the first indications of Ludwig’s shift from passive to active opposition to the
ultramontanism that the Jesuits represented was his dismissal of the priest who, on the
advice of Johann Michael von Sailer, Bishop of Regensburg (and once Ludwig’s own
professor of theology) had been charged with the education of his children. Ludwig
asserted he would never allow another priest in this position. Ludwig continued to voice
antagonism towards the Jesuits in particular as insufficiently supportive of the German
spirit in 1834: “Teutsche Gesinnung soll in die Jugend gelegt werden, aber dieser waren
die Jesuiten in Deutschland immer fremd.” Bastgen, “Ludwigs I. von Bayern
‘Liberalismus’ und ‘Jesuitenfurcht,’” 648-50 and nn. 11 and 14; on Sailer as Ludwig’s
theology professor see Gollwitzer, Ludwig I. von Bayern, 96-98.
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circle to which Cornelius belonged. According to his biographer Heinz Gollwitzer,
Ludwig was never able to fully articulate his confessional position, which satisfied
neither the conservatives nor the liberals around him, nor could he find a spokesperson to
do it for him, so he relied on his architectural and other cultural programs to illustrate
it.690 In likening Gärtner’s plan to St. Michael’s, Klenze may have been suggesting that
not only Cornelius but even Gärtner was Jesuit-friendly, and instead of a purified
Byzantine church, was producing one in the same New Roman style that Ludwig was at
such pains to remove from Bamberg. Klenze, himself a Protestant and member of
Thiersch’s Philhellenic society, could not have failed to note (and almost certainly
shared) Ludwig’s opposition to the Jesuits and their allies, and, though Gärtner was
hardly a strong candidate, it would have been convenient for Klenze to add Gärtner to
their number.691

14. Parallels between Gärtner’s Ludwigskirche and Klenze’s Byzantine Style
Klenze did not note that a much closer comparison might be made between
Gärtner’s façade design [fig. 5.5 m] and the “fifteenth-century Venetian” and final
facades which Klenze himself had proposed for the Allerheiligenhofkapelle [figs. 3.6 b
and d].692 Not only was Klenze’s final proposal known to Gärtner, who was the architect
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Gollwitzer, Ludwig I. von Bayern, 514,
At this time (1824-1830) Klenze was engaged in creating a funerary monument to
Ludwig’s brother-in-law Eugène de Beauharnais (d. 1824) for St. Michael’s with Bertel
Thorvaldsen (working in Rome and dependent on Klenze for his knowledge of the
church), and so was intimately familiar with its interior. See cat. no. 7.41, Thomas
Weidner, “Katalog der Exponate,” in Nerdinger, Leo von Klenze. Architekt, 514-17.
692
Büttner, “Planungsgeschichte der Ludwigskirche,” 204, suggests that Klenze’s final
façade design for the Allerheiligenhofkapelle may have led Gärtner to turn to Lombard
691
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on the committee to which Klenze had had to submit it; Gärtner had been obliged to
critique it and to recommended improvements (as discussed above). Assuming, as is
likely, that Gärtner had seen Klenze’s fifteenth-century Venetian façade proposal as well
as his final design, Gärtner could have combined elements of each (particularly, the upper
story of Klenze’s final design [fig. 3.6 b] and the lower storeys of the earlier façade
proposal [fig. 3.6 d]) to create his own façade design without taking St. Michael’s (or any
other model) into consideration. The similarities between Klenze’s final proposal and
Gärtner’s proposal help to clarify which features, beyond domes in the interior, Klenze
and Gärtner agreed could be considered sufficiently Byzantine for Ludwig’s purposes. In
particular, the upper storey of Klenze’s final plan is echoed in the skew corbels at the feet
of the gable and the large rose window in Gärtner’s proposal. Perhaps Gärtner did not
note such resemblances, either: after all, as noted in Chapter Three, in reviewing Klenze’s
final Allerheiligenhofkapelle proposal he had reserved his harshest criticisms for the
façade.693
The gable, the rose window, and further details of Gärtner’s façade design, at least
as it was finally executed [figs. 5.5 b-c], were closer to Klenze’s design for the
Allerheiligenhofkapelle than to any other historical model. Whether Gärtner already had
these details worked out, or they resulted from Klenze’s corrections, is difficult to

architecture for his façade plans. Büttner puts forward a range of Lombard churches from
which Gärtner might have pieced together individual details (San Michele in Pavia, and
the cathedrals of Piacenza, Modena, and Crema). Despite Gärtner’s earlier visits to Italy,
there does not appear to be any evidence, however, that Gärtner went to such lengths or
was even familiar with most of these buildings. Klenze’s Allerheiligenhofkapelle designs
could have provided all of the evident Lombard influence in the proposals Gärtner
showed Klenze in January as well as those submitted to the architectural committee in
February and accepted (with some modifications) by Ludwig in May.
693
Haltrich, Leo von Klenze: Die Allerheiligenhofkirche, 19 and 39.
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determine from the sketch Klenze presumably reviewed [fig. 5.5 m]. If one compares San
Zeno’s façade [fig. 3.7] with Klenze’s proposal [fig. 3.6 b], it appears that while Gärtner
may have been familiar with this or other Lombard churches, it was Klenze’s design that
he followed. Gärtner, like Klenze, softened the edges of his gable with crocket
articulation, a feature that has no precedent in any of the Lombard examples. And though
there are crockets at Orvieto, they are of a very different design [see fig. 5.5 k.1]); the
crockets of the Ludwigskirche consisted of foliate scrolls which alternate with large
rosettes facing the façade plane [fig. 5.5 c], together creating the same effect and nearly
the same profile as those Klenze had designed for the Allerheiligenhofkapelle [fig. 3.6 b].
Just as telling of Gärtner’s reliance on Klenze’s design is that his wheel window
resembled Klenze’s even more than Klenze’s resembled the window of San Zeno, since,
like Klenze, Gärtner defined the openings with bar tracery and angle lights at the ends of
the radiating mullions rather than with plate tracery.
Gärtner’s proposal reviewed by Klenze [fig. 5.5 m] shared some features of
Klenze’s earlier, fifteenth-century Venetian style façade proposal [fig. 3.6 d], such as a
three-door entrance recessed behind a triple arcade, multi-level pillasters flanking the
nave and aisles that are ornamented with recessed panels, and figural groups in the
gables. In Gärtner’s final design [fig. 5.5 q], the relief ornament in the gable is gone, but
the arcade in the second storey (perhaps the first consistent feature in Gärtner’s
preparatory drawings) has become a row of five round-arched niches, which echo the five
openings in the second storey of Klenze’s Venetian proposal, and the niches incorporated
statues, like those occupying alternate niches in the drum of Klenze’s proposal. While
these features were less distinctive than the shared Lombard elements, it would appear
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that Gärtner was trying, like Klenze and perhaps at Klenze’s behest, to move Ludwig’s
focus on the Byzantine style towards the Reawakening of Antiquity. At the same time,
Gärtner avoided the more idiosyncratic elements which, as I have argued, Klenze derived
from Piacenza Cathedral: the prominent pilasters and the narrow molding linking them
[fig. 3.6 b & 3.10 a].
Perhaps it is not surprising that two architects with such similar training and
working in such a small architectural community for the same patron would have had
similar responses to the unwished-for Byzantine style of their commissions. It is curious,
however, that Klenze not disliked Gärtner’s plan for the Ludwigskirche but also saw in it
more similarity with a Jesuit church than with any of his own work. Gärtner had no need
or cause to look to St. Michael’s, even for the barrel-vaults with wide transverse arches in
his proposal, because he could just as well have found them in Klenze’s Manual of
Architecture for Christian Worship, which he had closely studied.694 After using Orvieto
Cathedral as a model in an early preliminary sketch, probably relying on published
illustrations, Gärtner seems to have made only a few further experiments, which may or
may not have drawn on further historical models, before shifting to Klenze’s own work
as a basis for the façade which he presented to Klenze in January 1829. Gärtner had no
great love of working in medieval historical styles nor any particular knowledge of them,
but he did possess a great interest in competing with Klenze for commissions or even
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The resemblance of the vaulting in Gärtner’s plan to that proposed in Klenze’s
publication is noted by Büttner, “Planungsgeschichte der Ludwigskirche,“ 205, n. 86,
where he cites plate 26 in Klenze’s Anweisung zur Architektur des christlichen Kultus.
Büttner established that Gärtner had closely studied this publication in his discussion of a
drawing by Gärtner at the Kunstbibliothek, Berlin, which he showed was based on plate
11 of Klenze’s Anweisung, (Büttner, “Planungsgeschichte der Ludwigskirche,“ 203 and
n. 75).
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displacing him (as Klenze had displaced Gärtner’s father). He appears to have been ready
and willing to study Klenze’s work closely to achieve this. What is more, Gärtner did not
have a theoretical program that came into conflict with his patron’s ideas. Klenze’s
hostility to Gärtner’s work, which may have stemmed not only from this earlier personal
history but also from Gärtner’s recent, harsh review of the proposal for the
Allerheiligenhofkapelle, seems to have rendered him blind to the strong similarities
between their designs.
By February 1829 Gärtner had revised his façade once again for review by the
architectural committee, which included Klenze as well as King Ludwig. Presumably
referring to his sections of that date [fig. 5.5 o], Gärtner wrote Wagner that his design
was “according to the king’s wishes in the purified Byzantine style. Nevertheless I did
not hold myself too strictly to [this style], and placed more emphasis on that which
simply expresses in general a Christian or Catholic church. But more about that soon.”695
Given his reaction to Heß’s commission to paint the Allerheiligenhofkapelle in a
Byzantine style as potentially too constraining, Gärtner’s ambivalent attitude towards his
own Byzantine commission is hardly surprising.696

15. Gärtner’s Purified Byzantine Style and Winckelmann’s Call to Imitation
But how did Gärtner see the purified Byzantine style? Unfortunately, the details
Gärtner promised Wagner are not addressed in any of the surviving correspondence.
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Gärtner to Martin Wagner, Feb. 8, 1829, in “Briefe Friedrich von Gärtners,” ed.
Brenninger et al., 312. That Gärtner must have been discussing a later plan has been
determined by Büttner, “Planungsgeschichte der Ludwigskirche,“ 217 n. 67.
696
In the letter in n. 96 (above), dated July 22, 1827, in “Briefe Friedrich von Gärtners,”
ed. Brenninger et al., 307.
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Gärtner did not explain in what ways he had deviated from the style’s constraints – only
that he had. To judge from the February 1829 section [fig. 5.5 o], one major concern was
the crossing, and another was how far to deviate from the ornamental repertoire of the
established classical canon. Gärtner’s evident efforts to choose between a dramatic dome
and an equally large groin vault over the crossing (as suggested by faint groins sketched
in the dome and free-floating sketches of groin vaults beside the dome) continue those
seen in his ground plan of late 1828 [fig. 5.5 l and 5.5 o]. New, however, are his efforts
to choose between designs for impost, cube and foliate capitals (one Corinthian; one a
flat frieze of acanthus leaves), which suggest what would now be considered Late
Antique and Romanesque more than Byzantine models, but all of which might have been
considered Byzantine at the time. His designs for a baldachin to be set onto a platform in
the center of the crossing or, potentially, in a choir raised several steps above the floor
level of the church are classicizing, with entablatures crowned by acroteria or rows of
antefixes. Gärtner’s interpretation of “purified” thus suggests not only a timeless rather
than a historically specific version of the style (as seems to have been Ludwig’s
intention), but one which included classicizing details, and thus was pure in its ornament
– a concern which, through Gärtner’s classical training, could be traced back to
Winckelmann.697
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Johann Joachim Winckelmann’s desire to “purify” the modern taste for excessive or
grotesque ornament (and specifically ornamental frescoes) concludes his work on the
imitation of Greek art. See Winckelmann, Reflections on the Imitation of Greek Works,
64-69.
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16. Gärtner’s Changes to the Approved Ludwigskirche Façade
Between April and July 1829, Cornelius was preparing his abbreviated fresco
program proposals.698 Gärtner’s proposal published in August [fig. 5.5 p-q] had been
fully accepted and signed by the King by sometime in May, and the architect did not
bother to redesign those areas where frescoes were no longer planned to take advantage
of new options, such as more sculptural (even more Byzantine) wall arrangements, or
simply more windows.699 He did make other changes, mostly to the façade. In part these
changes addressed the complaints of the architectural committee, which had remarked, on
accepting the plan, that the entrance hall was too classicizing and the rose window too
small.700
The most dramatic change, however, was the addition of the towers flanking the
west façade, with which Gärtner replaced the tower behind the choir at the end of 1829
[fig. 5.5 r].701 Thanks to the towers, Gärtner’s modification [figs. 5.5 b-c] defined the
streetscapes (framing both the center of Ludwigstraße and the endpoint of Löwenstraße)
even more strongly than the proposal already reviewed and accepted. He must have made
compelling arguments for these towers, as they required additional expenditure when
construction of the Ludwigskirche had already exceeded available funds.702
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Büttner, “Gärtner und die Nazarener,” 127.
The changes made by Gärtner after his plan had been accepted are discussed in
Büttner, “Planungsgeschichte der Ludwigskirche,“ 210-11.
700
Büttner, “Planungsgeschichte der Ludwigskirche,” 205.
701
This change must have been accepted by the end of 1829, though the surviving
drawing dates to 1830. Büttner, “Planungsgeschichte der Ludwigskirche,“ 192.
702
The difficulties of financing the Ludwigskirche, and the many machinations involved
in solving these difficulties, are a constant theme in Büttner, “Planungsgeschichte der
Ludwigskirche“; on Gärtner’s achievement in having the additional expenditure
associated with these towers approved, see p. 210.
699
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These towers are striking additions that exhibit particular creativity on Gärtner’s
part, for they suggest no single precedent or even group of precedents. It has been
remarked that they resemble Italian campaniles.703 If Gärtner thought to look at Grelot’s
(or other) images of Hagia Sophia [fig. 2.2 c] he may have come to the conclusion that its
flanking monochromatic towers with conical spires and prominent balconies (i.e., the
minarets constructed between 1453 and 1574, following the conversion of the church into
a mosque) were the Byzantine originals of such campanili, especially if, as will become
clear in the discussion of the Ludwigskirche’s ornament, he neither attempted nor
intended to make a clear distinction between Italian, Byzantine and Islamic forms.704
Gärtner’s choice of limestone for the exterior (a decision of uncertain date) was
an unusual choice of material for Munich, where medieval or medievalizing buildings
were generally built of brick or dark stone, including Klenze’s Allerheiligenhofkapelle,
which used brown sandstone,705 while most other churches were covered in stucco. The
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The tower of Florence Cathedral (upper storey built in 1350s) has been likened to
those of the Ludwigskirche on account of its projecting upper balcony supported by
corbelled arches. See e.g., Büttner, “Planungsgeschichte der Ludwigskirche,“ 210-11).
While this feature is perhaps insufficient to draw a specific link to Florence (it is also
shared by the campanile of Siena Cathedral, for instance), it is suggestive of Italian
campaniles more broadly.
704
That the minaret on the south corner (the first, constructed under Mehmet II) is of
brick and stone cannot be seen in Grelot’s image.
705
The use of sandstone for the exterior of the Allerheiligenhofkapelle was approved in
1829. See Zimmermann, “Allerheiligenhofkirche in der Residenz,” 219 n.115. The
material apparently intended for Klenze’s Renaissance façade proposal — pale purplish
stucco with marble trim—may have been an economical suggestion, rather than a
preference for stucco over stone. The use of purplish stucco with sandstone trim is also
suggested in Klenze’s 1815 proposal for the façade of the Glyptothek, which was
nevertheless eventually built in marble. See Hildebrand, “Werkverzeichnis,” fig. 34.8.
Only Daniel Ohlmüller, in creating a monochromatic white (limestone?) exterior for his
Byzantine Chapel at Possenhofen Palace (1834-39; discussed below) [fig. 5.11], and
Klenze, at St. Savator, Donaustauf, with its monochromatic white (stucco?) exterior
(1839; discussed above) [fig. 24 b] appear to have followed Gärtner’s example.
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whiteness of the stone suggests the classicizing aesthetic in which Gärtner had been
trained. Unlike Klenze at St. Salvator, Donaustauf, Gärtner does not, however, appear to
have developed his own programmatic characterizations of the Byzantine style in relation
to antiquity or its rebirth.
Further evidence of Gärtner’s unprogrammatic flexibility until late into the
construction process is provided by the most unusual feature of the Ludwigskirche’s
towers, the roundels of blind tracery in sunk relief on the spires. Büttner notes that,
although it is not indicated in the surviving plan for these towers [fig. 5.5 r], according to
a cost estimate from June 1833 Gärtner had hoped to have these spires made of openwork
tracery (at an unrealistically low cost).706 Gärtner’s interest in openwork tracery spires
seems again to reflect a directly competitive aspect of Gärtner’s design process. In 1830,
while construction of the Ludwigskirche was underway, the Munich architect Joseph
Daniel Ohlmüller (1791-1839) was given the commission for the first, and until the end
of the century, the only, major Gothic revival church in Munich, the Mariahilfkirche
(Church of St. Mary’s Help), which was to be the Munich showpiece for Ludwig’s
program of reviving stained glass. (Heinrich Heß would design the glass.) Among its
most striking features, Ohlmüller’s project included an openwork tracery spire based on
that of Freiburg Minster [fig. 5.8 c].707 Gärtner’s idea of putting similar openwork spires
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Büttner, “Planungsgeschichte der Ludwigskirche,“ 211, citing Staatsarchiv München,
RA 51 188.
707
Ohlmüller received the commission for the Mariahilfkirche from Ludwig in 1830; it
was built 1831-39. See Gabriele Schickel, “Maria-Hilf Kirche, München/Au, 1831-39
und Friedhofsanlage, 1843,” cat. no. 49 in Nerdinger, Romantik und Restauration, 272.
Little more than a shell with an openwork tower survived World War II; these have been
incorporated into the rebuilt structure. Georg Hauberrisser’s Church of St. Paul (1892-06)
was the next major church built in the Neogothic style in Munich. While Hauberrisser’s
New City Hall (1867-1909) was being built in an equally opulent Gothic Revival style at
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atop the towers of the Ludwigskirche is odd with respect to the Byzantine style in which
he supposedly was building. There appears to be no precedent for considering such spires
as Byzantine: in fact, openwork spires were celebrated hallmarks of the German style.
Perhaps Gärtner was trying to give a medieval, albeit German, touch to his Italian
Renaissance-style towers. Klenze had also tried to push the Byzantine style towards
Renaissance elements, adding Gothic motifs at the end. Perhaps as much as anything else,
the desire for openwork spires reflected Gärtner’s effort to outdo Ohlmüller, whom
Klenze had promoted to Ludwig as an alternative to Gärtner and who had received the
commission for the Mariahilfkirche over Gärtner’s own, earlier proposal [figs. 5.8 ab].708
Modification of the proposal for openwork towers may have been required by
financial constraints rather than stylistic considerations. The rosettes which were finally
carved into the Ludwigskirche’s spires, which decrease in size to fit the taper of the spire,
still loosely suggest the receding openwork roundels full of quatrefoils in Ohlmüller’s
design. At the same time they echo, whether intentionally or not, the idea advocated by
Heideloff in 1833 that Byzantine style ornament required sunk rather than raised relief.709
Gärtner did manage to realize the more elaborate tracery for the central façade window
from his revised façade proposal of 1830: quatrefoils and angles surrounded emarginate

the time, Ludwig I, who saw Gothic as appropriate for Nuremberg or Cologne but not
(with the exception of Ohlmüller’s example) for Munich, appears to have established a
local tendency to avoid the style that continued through most of the century (although his
son developed what was intended as a new style for Maximilian Street which included
judicious amounts of Gothic ornamentation, and his grandson, Ludwig II, would build
famously extravagant Gothic revival creations elsewhere in Bavaria).
708
On Klenze’s recommendation of Ohlmüller to Klenze see Lieb, “Klenze und die
Künstler Ludwigs I.,” 660-61.
709
Boeck, Karl Alexander Heideloff, 351 (discussed above, chap. 3).
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lights radiating from a six-petalled rosette [figs. 5.5 b and 5.5 r]. Round windows with
similar emarginate radiating lights may be found at Worms and Mainz Cathedrals as well
as in the “Byzantine” section of Freiburg Minster, although these are not framed by
quatrefoils; a wreath of quatrefoils surrounds the rose window in the north transept at
Bamberg. As defined by Rupprecht’s studies (which were encouraged and presumably
endorsed by Klenze), this section of Bamberg was in the New Byzantine style, which
transitioned from the Old Byzantine to the German style, though it is not clear whether
Gärtner interpreted it in this manner.
During the construction of the towers the quatrefoil motif was repeated in the
windows of the uppermost levels of the towers: [figs. 5.5 r and b]. At some point during
the redesign process, the tympana over the doors in the published plans of 1829 and its
addendum [figs. 5.5 q-r] were deleted and the doors themselves were set back within a
triple-arched entrance porch, perhaps echoing the entrance porch of Klenze’s
Renaissance façade for the Allerheiligenhofkapelle, but in any event a return to Gärtner’s
January, 1829, façade proposal [fig. 5.5 c and m, and 3.6 d]).

17. The Ludwigskirche’s Ornamental Fresco Program
Gärtner’s most surprising and last additions to the Ludwigskirche include his
elaboration of its ornamental program on the exterior, and the extensive ornamental
program he designed for the interior (to be executed by Schwarzmann in fresco).710
Kathleen Curran has described the friezes dividing the façade into three levels as
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Not all of this ornament is original to Gärtner’s and Schwarzmann’s work: the carpet
ornament in the transepts was continued into rest of church during the 1903/04
restoration. See Büttner, Peter Cornelius. Fresken, 2:167 esp. 167n85 and 167n89.
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combining eleventh- and twelfth-century Romanesque foliate ornament with Byzantine
interlace [figs. 5.5 c]. These patterns have been interpreted not in the context of Gärtner’s
commission to produce a building in the purified Byzantine style but rather as a way of
incorporating into the “Round Arch Style” (otherwise unspecified) contemporary notions
of the beautiful:
The decorative string courses for the Ludwigskirche… communicate for instance
an impression of that which Gärtner understood as “characteristic” ornament.
Derived from sources of the eleventh and twelfth centuries, but not slavishly
copied, the ornament reminiscent of luxuriant Romanesque foliage as well as on
deeply incised Byzantine interlace fulfills the requirements of the Round Arch
style to modernize architecture through considering the contemporary ideal of
beauty and functionalism.711
The transformation of the ancient guilloche pattern by loosening its twisted strands and
shaping the spaces created between them so as to form rhomboid and lobed medallions
that could be filled with other motifs – that is, bands such as those seen here – was an
early development and lasting characteristic of Islamic art.712 Such bands, along with
other characteristically Islamic motifs, would gain popularity in Byzantium and the West,
particularly after the near-destruction of the Byzantine state during the Latin takeover of
Constantinople, when
…the rise of the Italian mercantile republics linked the economies of the
Byzantine, Islamic, and Frankish states of the eastern Mediterranean as never
before. Not limiting themselves to transporting others’ goods, the Genoese and
711

“Die dekorativen Gurtgesimse für die Ludwigskirche… vermitteln zum Beispiel eine
Vorstellung dessen, was Gärtner unter “characteristischem” Ornament verstand. Von
quellen aus dem 11. und 12. Jahrhundert abgeleitet, jedoch nicht sklavisch nachgeahmt,
erfüllte das an üppiges romanisches Laubwerk sowie an tief eingeschnittenes
byzantinisches Flechtwerk erinnernde Ornament den Anspruch des Rundbogenstiles, die
Architektur durch die Berücksichtigung der zeitgenössischen Idealvorstellung von
Schönheit und Funktionalismus zu modernisieren.“ Kathleen Curran, “Gärtners Farb- und
Ornamentauffassung und sein Einfluß auf England und Amerika,” in Nerdinger,
Friedrich von Gärtner. Ein Architektenleben, 189.
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Eva Baer, Islamic Ornament (New York: New York University Press, 1998), 73.
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the Venetians established factories for the production of textiles, glass, leather
goods and ceramics. They catalyzed the creation of a common taste, in which the
Atticisms of court art around the eastern and central Mediterranean were
transformed into a popular koine and spread to these humbler media, creating an
artistic lingua franca that spoke across confessional divides.713
Given this context, the idea that the bands are typically Byzantine requires defining this
koine as Byzantine. Today such a definition would be debatable. But just as Gärtner
would not have recognized the later category “Romanesque” as designating art and
architecture that was distinct from that of Byzantium, the idea that this interlace is
expressive of a multi-confessional, eastern and central Mediterranean koine is in keeping
with the understanding of Byzantine forms in Gärtner’s day, when the sources of both
Islamic and Western art and architecture were considered essentially Byzantine.
Gärtner’s evident interest in integrating characteristically Islamic references into
the Byzantine style of the Ludwigskirche is observable not merely in the façade friezes
but throughout his interior ornamental program. It speaks to a shift in his interpretation
not only of the Byzantine style and its possibilities, but of the Ludwigskirche and its
symbolic value. His interest in Byzantine style as a koine contrasted sharply with
Klenze’s contemporary focus on Byzantium’s roots in ancient Greece, as is especially
evident in Klenze’s renovation of St. Salvator, Donaustauf. Arguably, however, Gärtner
developed this ornamental program less in response to Klenze’s work along the Danube
than in intentional opposition to Cornelius’s frescoes inside the Ludwigskirche.
That Gärtner used the term inneren Ausbau, which is closer to “interior
architecture” than to the more standard English term “interior decoration,” in referrence
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Scott Redford, “Byzantium and the Islamic World, 1261-1557,” in Byzantium: Faith
and Power (1261-1557), ed. Helen C. Evans (New York: Metropolitan Museum of Art;
New Haven: Yale University Press, 2004), 390.
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to the development of his ornamental fresco program at the Ludwigskirche reflects the
intensity with which he incorporated ornament into his conception of the building as a
whole. Even the limited surviving images of Schwarzmann’s work at the
Allerheiligenhofkapelle (where, unlike at the Ludwigskirche, Schwarzmann was
responsible for the ornamental program) help to illustrate the stronger Islamic inflection
of the program at the Ludwigskirche [figs. 3.6 g-h].714 The bands of medallions framing
the soffits of the arches supporting the domes of the Allerheiligenhofkapelle are the only
comparable ornament, but they were given a distinctly Italian inflection by the emphasis
not on line but on fields of color, and the incorporation of green acanthus leaves modeled
with strong shading in blue.
The contemporary perception of Gärtner’s ornament at the Ludwigskirche is
indicated by the response of Sulpiz Boisserée, a long-time friend of Cornelius who also
kept up with all of the leading artists and architects of Munich. In May, 1834, following a
tour with Gärtner of the ornamental additions in progress, Boisserée described them as
“”Arabic-Moorish-Hellenizing.”715 That Boisserée, in keeping with the general opinion
of the day, considered Islamic art as a whole to be a variant, if not in fact a component, of
the Byzantine style is well documented. He taught Crown Prince Maximilian as much in
his tutoring sessions, and he also made a note of it when others lectured on the subject of
“Byzantine-Arabic” art and architecture.716 In this respect, Boisserée’s ideas echoed those
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Apparently no evidence survives with which to establish Schwarzmann’s possible
contribution.
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“Nach Mittag bei Gärtner Ludwigs-Kirche bestiegen arabisch- maurisch-gräzisierende
Verzierungen.” Entry for May 23, 1834, Sulpiz Boisserée, Tagebücher, 1808-1854, 2:
835.
716
Concerning his tutelage of Crown Prince Maximillian, Boisserée listed under
“Byzantinische Architectur” three buildings: “Sophie-Kirche,” Marcus-Kirche” and
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of Christian Ludwig Stieglitz, who in his works of 1820 and 1827 stressed the origins of
Arabic style in Byzantine art and architecture. In fact, in the later work Stieglitz placed
more emphasis on the dependence of the Arabic style on the Byzantine: while in 1820 he
held that the Arabic style was fully developed by the late eighth century, in 1827 he
described it as blossoming in the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries; the Byzantine style
of Italy, meanwhile, never developed an independent character.717
As noted above, Stieglitz had attributed medieval German culture to Byzantine
influence; likewise, he attributed the artistic as well as the mathematical, philosophical
“Moschee von Cordova.” (This suggests a lecture on the origins of Byzantine architecture
and its dissemination in the Latin West and the Islamic world.) Similarly, on an evening
lecture that Boisserée attended on Oct. 8th, 1841, given by the architect and art-historian
Franz Mertens, Boisserée noted that Mertens similarly treated “byzatinisch-arabische”
architecture as a unit. A noteworthy shift in attitude is indicated by an outburst in May,
1845, over the “Moorish” garden pavilion being designed for the King of Württemberg
by Ludwig von Zanth. Boisserée opined: “Diese maurische oder arabische Bauart ist
doch nichts anders als die verdorbene byzantinische von Barbaren zu ihren Bedürfnissen
und zu ganz gedankenloser Pracht und Sinnenlust angewandt. Hier finden wir sie mit
europäischer Bildung und Feinheit für einen Herrn nachgebildet den seine Neigung zur
Behaglichkeit und Sinnenlust zur Wahl dieser uns sonst so weit entlegnen Bauart geleitet
hat. / Es wird ein[en] charakteristischer Beitrag zu der bunten Reihe von Denkmalen
bilden, worin sich unser nach allen Formen greifendes Jahrhundert versucht....” Boisserée
does not appear to have developed this extremely negative stance towards Islamic
architecture, to its relationship to Byzantine architecture, and to the taste for building in
multiple styles before this date. See Boisserée, Tagebücher, 1808-1854, 3:585 and 787
and 4:175.
717
In 1820 Stieglitz stated that the Arab rulers in the Middle East and Spain initially
adopted the Byzantine style, importing Byzantine architects to build their mosques and
palaces, and sending their own architects and artists to Constantinople for training. By the
late eighth century, however, the Arab-ruled lands had already developed their own style:
“Aber ungefähr zu Ende des achten Jahrhunderts bildete sich in den Morgenländern,
unter den Arabern, eine eigene Bauart.” Stieglitz, Von deutscher Baukunst, 27-28. In
1827, however, he appears to have modified his position in favor of a longer period of
gestation for the Arabic style; this time he described it as having blossomed in the
thirteenth and fourteenth centuries. The Byzantine-influenced Italian style, by contrast,
never changed: “Der arabische Styl erreichte in der Folge, im dreizehnten und
vierzehnten Jahrhunderte, die höchste Pracht, indeß der byzantinisch-italische Styl sich
immer gleich blieb, eine lange Reihe von Jahren hindurch in dem ganzen gebildeten
Abendlande auf gleiche Weise ausgeführt.” Stieglitz, Geschichte der Baukunst, 297-98.
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and medicinal knowledge of the Arabs and the Spanish Moors to Byzantium and its
Greek inheritance.718 While it is less than surprising that in looking to early Coptic art
Stieglitz had found further evidence of Byzantine influence,719 his incorporation of
Islamic art within the designation “Byzantine” as well as his praise for the Islamic
world’s grasp of Greek arts and sciences would have supported Gärtner’s use of Islamic
motifs at the Ludwigskirche. To Stieglitz’s thinking, while Islam was flourishing and
Rome was “sunken,” the inclusion of some of the same motifs on both medieval Italian
monuments and Islamic ones proved that both cultures derived their art from
Byzantium.720 Such an opinion conflicts with the interpretation of the history of Christian
art imbedded in Cornelius’s response to Michelangelo in his fresco cycle. But to judge by
Gärtner’s choices at the Ludwigskirche, he agreed with Stieglitz.
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On the sophistication not only of Arabic art and architecture, but of Arabic scholarship
see Stieglitz, Von deutscher Baukunst, 28 and Stieglitz, Geschichte der Baukunst vom
frühesten Alterthume, 297.
719
“Nicht weniger ging der byzantinische Style nach Aegypten und Nubien hinauf. In
verschiedenen alten Tempeln dieser Gegenden sieht man, wie B e l z o n i erwähnt, auf
die alten ägyptischen Sculpturen, die zuvor mit Mörtel beworfen unter andern in dem
Tempel zu Essabua das Bild des Apostels Paulus. In einer koptischen Kirche in Nubien
sieht man Säulencapitäle, im byzantinischen Style gearbeitet. Mit einer viereckigen Platte
bedeckt, ragen unter den Ecken derselben Menschenköpfe hervor, durch kreisförmige
unter einander gewundene Züge in Verbindung gebracht, wodurch Felder von
verschiedenen Formen sich bilden, die mit rosenartigen Zügen besetzt sind.” Stieglitz,
Geschichte der Baukunst vom frühesten Alterthume, 297. For illustrations of the column
capitals in a Nubian church and of the image of Paul in the temple at Essabua, Stieglitz
refers the reader to the recently published work by Franz Christian Gau (1790-1853), Neu
entdeckte Denkmäler von Nubien, an den Ufern des Nils, von der ersten bis zur zweiten
Katarakte : gezeichnet und vermessen im Jahre 1819 und als Fortsetzung des
französischen Werkes über Aegypten (Stuttgart: Cotta, 1822), plates 45 and 43.
720
“Die Uebereinstimmung der Formen im Allgemeinen, beider Kunst in Italien zu den
Zeiten der Gothen und Longobarden, und bei der Kunst der Araber, mit dem Kunststyle
der Byzantiner, lassen den Einfluß der letztern auf jene Völker nicht verkennen, obgleich
nicht immer geschichtliche Belege gefunden werden. Aber der Charakter der Zeit und der
Völker, der Zustand der Cultur und örtliche Beschaffenheit, ließen in den verschiedenen
Ländern in der Ausführung der Kunst manche Eigentümlichkeiten entstehen.” Stieglitz,
Geschichte der Baukunst vom frühesten Alterthume, 297.
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Gärtner studied a range of sources in Germany and Italy before drawing up
his plans for the Ludwigskirche’s ornament. Bamberg Cathedral appears to have been
among the earliest sources he contemplated. As has been noted earlier, according to
Rupprecht, Klenze had found in Bamberg “the most important clues for the architect of
the Ludwigskirche, which His Majesty wants to have built in precisely this style.”
Though Rupprecht wrote of Klenze’s views after Gärtner’s visit in May, 1831, the
exchanges between Klenze and Rupprecht appear to have occurred prior to, and served to
instigate Gärtner’s trip to investigate Bamberg’s ornament for this purpose.721 Klenze’s
insistence that Bamberg ought to serve as Gärtner’s model suggests that he did not wish
Gärtner to look beyond Germany for his Purified Byzantine style. Klenze may have
hoped, thereby, to underline the distinction between Schwarzmann’s and his ornamental
programs for the Allerheiligenhofkapelle, with its varied Italian models, and that which
Schwarzmann would be painting at the Ludwigskirche. As a strictly German Byzantine
church, moreover, Gärtner’s Ludwigskirche might have helped to illustrate Klenze’s own
ideas concerning the transmission of ancient Greek culture into Rhaetia, which (as
discussed in Chapter Three) Klenze appears to have been developing around this time in
regards to St. Salvator, Donaustauf, and which he would realize in his renovation of that
church at the end of the decade.
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Friedrich Karl Rupprecht, when defending his studies of Bamberg Cathedral to the
Metropolitan Chapter of Bamberg Cathedral, wrote on August 2nd, 1831, of the interest of
the repeated requests of Leo von Klenze, to whom he had entrusted over 50 drawings, to
pursue this work “…weil solche der wichtigste Anhaltspunkt für den Architekten der
Ludwigskirche sind, welche S. Majestät genau in diesem Style gebaut wissen wollen
[Hervorhebungen von Rupprecht].” Staatsarchiv Bamberg Rep. K3 GII/2 14319 v. 1,
letter of Aug. 2, 1831, quoted and discussed in Hans-Schuller, Bamberger Dom. Seine
Restauration, 50 and 51 and nn. 591 and 621.
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According to Rupprecht, Gärtner made studies of Bamberg Cathedral and took a
particular interest in the keystone Rupprecht had designed for the (Byzantine) eastern
choir during this trip.722 To judge by the ornament executed at the Ludwigskirche,
however, Gärtner rejected most aspects of Bamberg’s carved and painted architectural
ornament.723 And just as Klenze had not known of the existence of the
Allerheiligenkapelle at Regensburg Cathedral when designing his chapel for the Munich
Residence, Gärtner appears to have overlooked important Byzantine-influenced German
manuscripts available to him in the Bavarian royal library (such as those acquired in the
course of secularizing the Electorate of Salzburg), and had no knowledge of the likewise
strongly Byzantine-influenced wall paintings at the churches of Frauenwörth and
Prüfening (like the frescoes in the Regensburg chapel, covered in whitewash at the
time).724 If Gärtner looked to the royal library in developing his ornament for the
Ludwigskirche, he appears to have examined a different range of manuscripts. For
ultimately, Gärtner’s ornamental program turned at least as much to the East as did
Klenze’s designs for the Allerheiligenhofkapelle.
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See Hans-Schuller, Bamberger Dom. Seine Restauration, n. 591, citing letters of May
6, 1831, and May 8, 1831 in Staatsarchiv Bamberg Rep. K3 GII/2 14319 v. 1.
723
Excepting possibly the wreath of quatrefoils around the rose window in the north
transept.
724
Important Salzburg manuscripts, exhibiting what today is considered strong Byzantine
influence, had been acquired by the Bavarian regime during the secularization of the
Electorate of Salzburg. These appear to have played no part, however, in the efforts of
Ludwig or his artists and architects to investigate the Byzantine style. The manuscripts
include a pericope book of ca. 1040 (Clm. 15713); the Pericope Book of St. Erentrud,
which dates to ca. 1140-60 (Clm. 15903); and the St. Erentrud Orational, which dates to
ca. 1200 (MS 15902). (Salzburg was not part of Bavaria until 1810-15, but most of
Bavaria had been within the archdiocese of Salzburg since Charlemagne organized the
archdiocese in 798). There appears to have been no awareness of the existence of
Salzburg-school derived wall paintings at Frauenwörth and Prüfening until the second
half of the nineteenth century.
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First, at least according to the other scholars who have discussed the
Ludwigskirche’s ornament, Gärtner looked to fifteenth- and early sixteenth-century
Italian manuscripts in the Munich collections. From these, at an unknown date, Gärtner
made studies of floral ornament which have been cited as fully bearing on the ornament
of the interior of the Ludwigskirche [fig. 5.5 s].725 Perhaps these floral ornaments had
something to do with Gärtner’s initial ideas for the Ludwigskirche’s ornamental fresco
program, but they had no more to do with the patterns that were actually realized than did
the studies made in 1831 of Bamberg Cathedral. Gärtner did not even take these studies
into account when he wrote Martin von Wagner four years later: “Before I tackle the
interior decoration of the Ludwigskirche, I want to take another trip to Italy, to see
Venice, Udine, Ravenna, Florence. Rome is already too far away for this and less
appropriate for this style.”726 Gärtner did not specify what he wished to see in these cities,
though naturally San Marco and the fifth- and sixth-century monuments of Ravenna, as
well as the cathedral (1236-1335) and Sta. Maria di Castello (ca. twelfth century and
following) in Udine and Or San Michele (1380-1404, with Orcagna’s tabernacle of 134647) in Florence were potential destinations.
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“…bei der nach Gärtners Entwurf ausgeführten Fassung der Wände und Decken in der
Ludwigskirche kommen die Studien nach der Miniaturmalerei voll zum Tragen.”
Wolfgang Burgmair, “Das Ornament und sein Vorbild,” cat. no. 19 in St. Ludwig in
München. Kirchenpolitik, Kirchenbau und Kirchliches Leben, ed. Peter Pfister, Klaus
Rupprecht and Marita Sagstetter (Munich: Selbstverlag der Generaldirektion der
Staatlichen Archive Bayerns, 1995), 56-57. In this entry, Burgmair is specifically
discussing the narrower sheet of floral ornaments [fig. 5.5 s, right].
726
“Ehe ich an den inneren Ausbau der Ludwigskirche gehe, will ich noch einen Ausflug
nach Italien machen. Venedig, Udine, Ravenna, Florenz sehen. Rom ist dafür schon zu
entfernt und weniger für diesen Stil geeignet.” Gärtner to Wagner, April 5, 1835, in
“Briefe Friedrich von Gärtners,” ed. Brenninger et al., 329.
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Gärtner’s goals for the Ludwigskirche’s ornament were ambitious, especially
considering that 1835 was already a very full year. Among other projects, Gärtner had
recently been given the task of completing the renovations at Bamberg (as well as the
ongoing measures at Regensburg) and, shortly after writing Wagner, he undertook the
commission for a new building for the university.727 In September of 1835 he managed to
return with Ludwig to La Colombella, but it seems the proposed itinerary for preparing
the Ludwigskirche’s ornament was abbreviated at best. During the course of this journey
Gärtner may have made an undated study of painted vault ornament [fig. 5.5 t]. It has
been likened to the ornament of the Arena Chapel in Padua, presumably in particular due
to the blue field with stars in the webbing, as well as to the portrait busts framed in
interlaced quatrefoils that cross the barrel vault [fig. 5.9], and to the similar ornament at
Or San Michele in Florence.728 It is not, however, identical to either. Whether Gärtner
found the ornaments in his study in other churches or they constitute independent
inventions remains unclear.
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Gärtner had apparently been responsible for planning and overseeing renovations at
Regensburg from as early as 1828 (Loers, “Barockausstattung des Regensburger Doms,”
244-45), and was given the additional responsibility of completing the renovations at
Bamberg on Dec. 26, 1834 (Boeck, Karl Alexander Heideloff, 351). Concrete planning
for a new building for the university began on Apr. 11, 1835; on Aug. 25 (the Feast of St.
Ludwig) of that year the ground stone had already been laid: see Karnapp,
“Werkverzeichnis,” 224.
728
“Gärtners Zeichnung erinnert an italienische Kirchen des 14. Jahrhunderts, wie
Giottos Arena-Kapelle in Padua, oder an die Innenausmalung der Kapelle in der
florentinischen Kirche Or San Michele….” Curran, “Gärtners Farb- und
Ornamentauffassung,” 194. It is interesting to think that Gärtner might have been
attracted to Giotto’s frescoes in this context, since it is this student of Cimabue, according
to Vasari, who finally “banished completely that rude Greek manner and revived the
modern and good art of painting, introducing the portraying well from nature of living
people…” Vasari, Lives of the Painters, Sculptors, and Architects, 1: 97.
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Whatever its origin, this study represents quadripartite vaulting and fields of blue
with gold stars, such as appears in the webs of the vaults at the Ludwigskirche [visible in
fig. 5.5 f, w and y]. This webbing ornament is the one prominent element potentially
suggestive of Louis IX’s Sainte-Chapelle, where the same pattern is, if anything, even
more prominent in the vaults of the upper chapel [fig. 5.1 b]. Since fields of blue with
gold stars can be found not only there but in many other periods and places (e.g., the
Mausoleum of Galla Placidia in Ravenna), the design may not have been intended to
evoke a specific prior example. It is nevertheless noteworthy that the stars appear to be a
late addition, inasmuch as they are not evident in Gärtner’s preparatory studies for the
ornamental frescoes [e.g., fig. 5.5 u]. Nearly all of the stone surfaces of the SainteChapelle were colorfully painted and, in 1839, as the Ludwigskirche’s frescoes neared
completion, the Sainte-Chapelle’s painted surfaces would become the subject of studies
and restorations that would continue for some forty years [fig. 5.1 c].729 Potentially
Gärtner’s insertion of these stars into the Ludwigskirche reflected a growing awareness
that architectural painting had at times played a prominent role in New Gothic
architecture, and specifically at the Sainte-Chapelle, even if it was to play little role in the
architecture of the New Gothic revival.
What is more certain is that the remaining ornaments in this vault study [fig. 5.5
t], if used as a basis for those at the Ludwigskirche, were adapted in telling ways [fig. 5.5
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Jean-Michel Leniaud, “La restauration du décor peint de la Sainte Chapelle haute par
Duban, Lassus et Boeswillwald, 1839-ca. 1881,” in Die Denkmalpflege vor der
Denkmalpflege, ed. Volker Hoffmann, Neue Berner Schriften zur Kunst 8 (Bern: P. Lang,
2005), 333-359.
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u and y].730 Flanking the vault study, for instance, are bands of medallions containing
saints and angels, connected by interlace (at the top) and interconnected geometric bands
(at the bottom) in an Islamic-influenced manner often found in fourteenth-century Italian
painted interiors (as again at the Arena Chapel). These are closer to Schwarzmann’s
designs for the Allerheiligenhofkapelle than to those finally realized at the
Ludwigskirche. The closest parallels among Gärtner’s bands of ornament on the soffits
and frames of the arches [fig. 5.5 y] emphasize not only interlacing but interlocking,
reciprocal, axially symmetrical and flat, unmodeled ornament, while the study presents
diaper patterns, rows of identical but discrete elements, emphasis on fields of color over
line, and human figures.731
In the winter of 1835-36, Gärtner traveled to Greece with Ludwig. If Greece had
any impact on Gärtner’s designs, however, it was not to lead him towards sources of
specifically Byzantine motifs. He focused as little on medieval monuments during this
trip as he had during his first trips to Italy.732 Potentially the still considerable influence
of Ottoman culture on the nascent nation confirmed his prominent inclusion of what
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Curran states otherwise, though it is not clear to me to which ornament, other than the
web fields, she refers: “Vielleicht wurde die undatierte Zeichnung der Untersicht eines
Kreuzgewölbes während einer solchen Italienreise auf Motivsuch für die Ludwigskirche
ausgeführt, da es sich eigentlich um eine Nachahmung von Details aus mehreren
Gewölben handelt, die Gärtner später für die Münchner Kirche verwendete.“ Curran,
“Gärtners Farb- und Ornamentauffassung,“ 193-94.
731
See discussion in Eva Baer, “The Motifs and their Transformation,” in Islamic
Ornament, 7-72
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Alexander Papageorgiou-Venetas, “Gärtner in Griechenland,” in Nerdinger, Friedrich
von Gärtner. Ein Architektenleben, 134-155. It would seem that Ludwig, by contrast, did
pay some attention to the Byzantine architecture of Athens, insamuch as he is credited
with insisting during this trip that the street plans be changed so as to accommodate the
Kapnikarea Church (ca. 1060-70), which had been slated for destruction. See Wolf Seidl,
Bayern in Griechenland. Die Geschichte eines Abenteuers (Munich: Süddeutscher
Verlag, 1970), 125.
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would today be characterized as Islamic motifs for the Ludwigskirche. This choice had a
clearer relationship to Ludwig’s interpretation of St. Louis, and the other Crusaders, as
intermediaries between East and West, than did the figural fresco program executed by
Cornelius.
Perhaps the most surprising Islamic-style ornaments at the Ludwigskirche are the
panels of carpet patterns that flank Cornelius’s frescoes in the transepts [figs. 5.5 w and
x-1]. On both transept walls, above the arch of the window a Greek cross in a roundel is
framed by symmetrical carpet-like panels that are filled with arabesques on intersecting
geometrical fields that compare closely with Islamic examples [fig. 5.5 x-2].733 To either
side of each window is a standing figure on a field of gold of the same size and shape as
the window’s bifora. The cartoons for these figures were apparently prepared by one of
the leading assistants after Cornelius left the project.734 Below the windows, large frescos
by Cornelius depicting the Adoration of the Magi and the Shepherds (north transept) and
the Crucifixion (south transept) in naturalistic settings are flanked by carpet-like panels of
heavily outlined geometric medallions which resemble carpet pages in illuminated
Qur’ans. These are filled with arabesques similar to those in the panels over the arch of
each window, but they have been more firmly subordinated to the interlocking
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These roundels were originally to be filled with figural frescoes by Cornelius, but this
idea had already been abandoned before he left the project. See Büttner, Peter Cornelius.
Fresken, 2:166.
734
They depict, in the north transept, Mary and the archangel Gabriel in the
Annunciation, and in the south transept, Christ and Mary Magdalene, telling her Noli me
tangere, probably from cartoons by Cornelius’s favorite student, Karl Hermann, and
painted by Hermann with the rest of the painting crew that had been assisting Cornelius.
No designs by Cornelius survive for these spaces, although they were included in his
commission. Frank Büttner, Peter Cornelius. Fresken, 2:166.
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geometrical compartments and their symmetry.735 What is more, the placement of these
panels flanking Cornelius’s imagery echoes the traditional Islamic tripartite layout of text
with flanking illumination [fig. 5.5 x-2].736 At ground level, serving as backdrops for
altars, are diaper patterns which, while they do not have a specifically Islamic character,
are also less prominent. An emphasis on gold, the individual figures, and of course the
Greek crosses signal the Byzantine style in the sense already established by Klenze and
Heß at the Allerheiligenhofkapelle, but these carpet patterns have no evident precedent
there or in any of the other sources suggested for Gärtner’s designs.
At least as surprising are the patterns used in the domed aisle bays, and in particular the
star patterns found on the pendentives [figs. 5.5 u-1 and v]. Pendentives in the western
end of the south aisle present a circle filled with an eight-pointed star formed of
intersecting archs.737 In the preliminary plan for the eastern bay in this aisle, meanwhile,
the pendentives display the six-pointed star formed of intersecting triangles that has come
to be known as the Star of David, again with a rosette at the center– also typically Islamic
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See “Frames and Panels” and “Geometric Interlockings” in Baer, Islamic Ornament,
73-84.
736
On the tripartite composition of traditional Islamic illumination see Richard
Ettinghausen and Oleg Grabar, The Art and Architecture of Islam: 650-1250, Pelican
History of Art (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1987), 246. The floral palmette
extending from rectangular fields of ornament into the outer margins of manuscript pages
is, however, absent from Gärtner’s fields of ornament (as it is from the similarlyorganized fields of ornament found in bookbindings, mosaic, stucco, etc.).
737
At the top of fig. 5.5 v it can be seen that the dome of the first (western) bay in the
south aisle is filled by a sunburst pattern with a lotus bud frieze at its outer perimeter.
While this is also a typically Islamic pattern, I have not been able to determine whether
the painting of the aisle domes is original to Gärtner’s (and Schwarzmann’s) work at the
Ludwigskirche, or belongs to the renovations of 1903-04, when the carpet patterns
favored by Gärtner (though presumably now interpreted more specifically as Islamic and
not Byzantine) remained popular and were used as a basis for expanding the
Ludwigskirche’s ornamental fresco program. See Büttner, Peter Cornelius. Fresken,
2:167 esp. 167n85 and 167n89.
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patterns [fig. 5.5 u-2 and u-3].738 At least as executed here, emphasizing as they do the
curved surfaces of the pendentives and not their sculptural expression of space, these
motifs have little precedent in Byzantine or Western architecture. In Hagia Sophia, and
presumably other Byzantine churches, the Ottoman Turks covered Byzantine paintings
with ornamental frames much like these, though it is unclear whether Gärtner could have
been aware of this.
The Islamic aspects of the ornaments of the Ludwigskirche’s interior are as
striking as the fact that they were accepted by contemporary observers as Byzantine, but
this aspect of early nineteenth-century Byzantium has been ignored by modern observers.
Perhaps this is due to the desire to understand the Byzantium of Gärtner and his
contemporaries as fully equivalent to what is today known as Romanesque. Judging by
what Gärtner and Schwarzmann produced, what they understood as Byzantine included
Islamic motifs at least as frequently as any that would today be termed Romanesque or
Byzantine. As there were next to no studies of Byzantine or Islamic architectural
ornament per se available for Gärtner’s use, while sources of Islamic ornament (including
manuscripts in the royal library739 as well as luxury goods such as carpets, etc.) were
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On Islamic star patterns see Baer, Islamic Ornament, 47-50. Duncan Haldane, Islamic
Bookbindings in the Victoria and Albert Museum (London: World of Islam Festival Trust
in association with the Victoria and Albert Museum, 1983), cat. nos. 35-41 display
Islamic bindings attributed to fifteenth-century Egypt, Syria and North Africa which
provide further examples of circular central medallions occupied by hexagrams with
rosettes at their center very much like those of Gärtner’s Ludwigskirche pendentives. On
the Star of David see also the discussion in Chapter Six.
739
The Islamic collections in the Munich court library at the time Gärtner was designing
the ornament of the Ludwigskirche include the Oriental library of Johann Albrecht
Widmanstetter, purchased in 1558 and the foundation of the Islamic collection, and
further purchases from private collections, works taken during the Turkish Wars, and
those acquired from monastic collections during Secularization. See Helga Rebhan, “The
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available and their ornament assumed to derive from Byzantium, the reliance on Islamic
motifs to stand for the Byzantine East but would have been an obvious and perhaps
inevitable choice.740 It seems that Gärtner did not introduce these Islamic-style patterns,
however, until the church had largely been built and was approaching readiness for
Schwarzmann, Cornelius and their assistants to begin painting.

18. Reception of the Ludwigskirche as Byzantine
In 1829, when the ground stone was laid, the major arts journal Kunstblatt had
announced that the Ludwigskirche would “represent a model of the purified ByzantineItalian style.” 741 It is not clear who added the modification “Italian,” or on what basis,
though presumably the lithographs of the plan and elevation that were published at this
time [fig. 5.5 p-q] would have furnished the primary available evidence. It seems likely
that, even without the flanking towers, it could be seen that Italian Byzantine models
predominated over German Byzantine ones, despite Gärtner’s trip to Bamberg. While
today we might read the elevation as a rounded version of an Italian Gothic one such as
Florence Cathedral, the idea that Florence Cathedral was Gothic was not yet established.
Assertions such as that by Stieglitz (cited above) that Orvieto’s and Siena’s equally
Gothic cathedrals were Byzantine still constituted current scholarship.742

Bavarian State Library in Munich,” in Islamic Art in Germany, ed. Joachim Gierlichs and
Annette Hagedorn (Mainz: Philipp von Zabern, 2004),157.
740
This subject has been largely neglected. See Annette Hagedorn’s recent, if brief,
contribution, “Discovering Islamic Art in Germany in the Nineteenth Century,” in
Islamic Art in Germany, ed. Gierlichs and Hagedorn, 15-20.
741
“…ein Musterbild des gereinigten byzantinisch-italienischen Kirchenstiles darstellen.”
Kunstblatt no. 74 (Sept. 14, 1829), 294, as cited in Büttner, “Planungsgeschichte der
Ludwigskirche,“ 212.
742
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A few years later, when construction had progressed to the vaults, Franz Kugler,
working as a journalist and architectural critic, reported on the church in his journal
Museum, noting that this “Byzantine style ... it seems, is considered by this architect
[Gärtner] … to be the style that best conforms with the needs of our time.”743 He
considered the straight-walled choir to be a misunderstanding of the style (although he
was aware of Cornelius’s fresco program for this wall, and may have seen the cartoons on
display), but he did not bother to evaluate building’s style as either a purified or an Italian
version of Byzantine.744
That even Kugler, who had recently published a study distinguishing Byzantine
from Western medieval plans, could accept that the church was at all Byzantine in style
bespeaks the strength of the art and art-historical convictions of the day, which had not
yet incorporated such observations and against which Kugler does not bother to argue in
this instance.745 The degree to which Gärtner considered what Boisserée had described as
“Arabic-Moorish-Hellenizing” elements in the Ludwigskirche to be Byzantine can’t now
be known. When he devised the ornamental frescoes, Gärtner’s relationship with
Cornelius was reaching its nadir, which perhaps helps to explain the widely divergent
aesthetics of their frescoes, and maybe even what appears, at least today, to be the less

743

“…im byzantinischen Style, welchen dieser Baumeister [Friedrich von Gärtner] für
denjenigen zu halten scheint, der mit den Bedürfnissen unserer Zeit an meisten
übereinstimmt.” Franz Kugler, “Ein Besuch in München,” Museum v. 3:24 (1835): 191.
744
Ibid., 190-91. Kugler published his essay on June 15, 1835; Cornelius’s cartoons for
the Last Judgment were displayed in Munich in May, 1835 (Büttner, Peter Cornelius, v.
2, 163-64).
745
Kugler does not repeat here, or even refer to, the arguments he had made in 1833
concerning the distinctions between Byzantine and Western ground plans, which long
went unheeded (see n. 29, above).
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than explicitly Christian aspect of the patterns Gärtner chose.746 In any event, Gärtner’s
(and Schwarzmann’s) work was a great success. In 1841, after both fresco programs at
the Ludwigskirche had been completed, it was the ornamental ones about which most
critics were enthusiastic, asserting that they enhanced both the architecture and the Credo
cycle.747 The few who were not in accord felt that the patterns and colors were jarring and
compromised Cornelius’s work.748
While Cornelius’s frescoes had been integral to the original conception of the
Ludwigskirche and determined unusual aspects of the building, such as the flat walls in
the choir and transepts, both Ludwig I and Gärtner found Cornelius’s work unacceptable.
According to Büttner, their displeasure was due to the most innovative aspects of his
compositions; more specifically, it seems that Cornelius’s interpretation of Byzantium
had failed to provide the sensuality and exoticism with which Heß had endowed his
frescoes at the Allerheiligenhofkapelle.749 In any case, Cornelius found himself with few
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Büttner, “Gärtner und die Nazarener,” 129.
“[Der] Ornamentschmuck, welcher den durch Cornelius geschaffenen Bilderkreis, so
wie alle architektonischen Linien verfolgt, umschreibt und umziert, [ist] mit großem
malerischen Sinne, Consequenz und organischer Einheit entwickelt und durchgeführt.
Daß durch diese geschmackvolle Durchbildung aller Einzelheiten, sowohl in Form als
Farbe die Freskomalereien nunmehr auf die glücklichste Weise an Harmonie und
Einklang noch gewonnen haben, darüber herrscht nur eine Stimme.” Kunstblatt n. 98
(1841), 408, as cited in Büttner, “Gärtner und die Nazarener,” 128.
748
Büttner, “Gärtner und die Nazarener,” 128. Büttner agrees with the minority opinion,
adding that “Die Einfassung des ‘Jüngsten Gerichtes’ im Chor wurde von Gärtner und
Schwarzmann als ‘Rahmen’ konzipiert und damit wurde implizit das Fresko als ‘Bild’
im Sinne eines Galeriebildes aufgefaßt. Cornelius hingegen hat sehr bewußt auf
bestimmte Qualitäten, die damals für diese Bildkonzeption selbstverständlich waren,
verzichtet, insbesondere auf die Bildräumlichkeit. Die Komposition wird betont in der
Fläche entwickelt. Sie hat eine klar lesbare Flächenordnung aufgebaut und eine
Wandbezogenheit des Bildes konstituiert, die weder den Gedanken an eine
illusionistische Durchbrechung der Wand aufkommen läßt, noch die Vorstellung eines
‘quadro riportato’, mit dem die Wand bedeckt wird.”
749
Büttner, “Gärtner und die Nazarener,” 128-30.
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defenders, and was easily lured away to Berlin by Friedrich Wilhelm IV, newly King of
Prussia, following Ludwig’s rejection of his work in 1840.
It was the architecture and ornamental frescoes that demonstrated what Ludwig,
Gärtner, and contemporary critics considered the “purified” Byzantine style. While
regarded as a “pure” style, nineteenth-century “Byzantine” was the nexus of an unusual
range of geographical and chronological references which today would be considered as
specific to Classical Greece, medieval and Renaissance Italy, medieval Germany,
Byzantium, and the Islamic world. Like Klenze, Gärtner apparently drew on Stieglitz and
his discussions of the Byzantine style in Germany and Italy and its continuation of
ancient Greek traditions; on the other hand, more than Klenze, he appears to have shared
Stieglitz’s highly favorable view of Islamic art and architecture. Gärtner celebrated
Byzantium as a positive connection between Germany and the Islamic art and
architecture encountered by the Crusaders, including St. Louis. While relying more on
ornament than on structure to make these connections, in the end Gärtner embraced at
least as wide a geographical and chronological sweep of motifs as did Klenze at the
Allerheiligenhofkapelle. In so doing, Gärtner transformed his original, classicizing
concept of a purified Byzantine style to one which embraced the style as a koine of Near
Eastern, Western, and classicizing motifs. Not unlike Kugler’s observations of essential
distinctions, his conception corresponds with today’s scholarship on essential
commonalities. At the same time, just like Kugler’s research, Gärtner’s program
conveyed perspectives specific to its time and place. Bavaria had at that time no
significant Muslim population, so Islamic motifs could be integrated without suggesting
confessional pluralism.
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Gärtner was particularly happy collaborating with Schwarzmann. Their Byzantine
style incorporated a broad range of sources, and was not understood as simply an exotic
import. The apparent but unspoken distinction between the German Byzantine style of
Bamberg and the Italian and Eastern Mediterranean version which Gärtner chose for the
Ludwigskirche (echoing Klenze’s work at the Allerheiligenhofkapelle despite Klenze’s
efforts to push Gärtner towards Bamberg) meant that the Bavarian Byzantine revival style
in Munich developed by Klenze and “purified” by Gärtner, included ornament which
today would normally be labeled Islamic. Yet both Klenze and Gärtner accepted that the
Byzantine style, even if variously inflected, was native not only to Italy and the Eastern
Mediterranean, but also to Germany. Carl Heideloff’s Der kleine Byzantiner, published
during construction of the Ludwigskirche and dedicated by Heideloff to Friedrich von
Gärtner, underlined this point: one which would have significant implications for the
style’s utility elsewhere.
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